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Abstract
The orbit quality is of particular importance for a good performance of an accelerator.
Beam parameters like the interaction rate of a collider or the level of spin polarization
strongly depend on the orbit. Two new methods to improve the orbit measurement and
stability are demonstrated.
The beam position monitors in an accelerator are carefully aligned to the centres of the
quadrupole magnets. A residual mechanical but also electronical offset can persist. This
offset is measured by a beam based alignment method developed at LEP. The method
and its installation are described. Measurement procedures as well as results for different
magnet types and BPM electronics are shown. The impact of the BPM offsets on the
achievable spin polarization level is outlined.
The vertical orbit has shown large variations during LEP operation. Frequent orbit
corrections were required to avoid a decrease of the interaction rate. Low-beta insertion
quadrupoles were suspected to be the origin of the drifts. The positions of these magnets
have been monitored by different systems. The movements are compared to the orbit
variations and the correlation is shown. An orbit feedback based on the mechanical
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Particle accelerators have been used since the beginning of this century to investigate the
properties of matter and the fundamental interactions between particles. The energy of
the colliding particles has been increased in order to study particles with higher masses.
The production cross section of heavy particles is often very small. To reach a high rate
of interactions, the dimensions of the colliding particle beams have to be kept small at
the collision points. High statistics open the possibility for precision measurements of the
particle properties. Hence, the predictions of present theoretical models can be verified
and differences from the model can lead to new insights and understanding.
The world’s largest particle accelerator is currently the electron-positron storage ring
LEP [LEP84] at CERNy, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics near Geneva,
Switzerland, with a circumference of 26.7 km. It has been built to allow precision tests of
the Standard Model of electroweak and strong interactions [Gla70, Sal68, Wei67]. It was
operating until autumn 1995 at energies around 45.6 GeV per beam to produce the neutral
vector boson of the weak interaction, the Z-boson. The decays of more than 20 million
Z particles have been observed in four experiments: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL.
The mass m
Z
and decay width  
Z
have been determined with high precision.
Starting in 1995, LEP has been upgraded in beam energy [LEP96] to permit operation
above the W+W  pair production threshold in order to study the W-boson, the charged
counterpart of the Z. This also extended the mass range for searches of new particles
predicted by theory like the Higgs boson or supersymmetric particles.
An accurate alignment of the different accelerator components and a good knowledge
of the orbit are prerequisites for obtaining small transverse dimensions of the colliding
beams. Specifically the focusing elements, the quadrupoles, have to be aligned with
tight tolerances to form a reference system, and the beam has to pass centred through
these magnets. Beam position monitors (BPM) are installed at the quadrupole magnets
to measure the orbit with respect to this reference. Both careful mechanical alignment
and electronical calibration of the monitors can still leave a residual offset between the
centres of monitor and magnet. Beam based alignment techniques can further improve the
knowledge of the beam position in the quadrupoles. A new technique has been developed
at LEP to calibrate the beam position monitors relative to the magnetic centre of the
quadrupole magnets.
Large Electron Positron Collider
yConseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Maintaining the optimum performance of a collider also requires a good orbit stability.
The orbit can change due to movements of quadrupole magnets, causing larger beam sizes
and a lower interaction rate. Past experience at LEP showed that the orbit is slowly drifting
away from the optimum position. Frequent orbit corrections were required to compensate
this orbit motion. Strong low-beta insertion quadrupoles were suspected to be the source
of the drifts, and different systems have been installed to investigate their movements.
In addition to the high interaction rate for a precise determination of the process cross
sections, it is important to know the beam energy with a great accuracy to be able to
define the energy scale for the colliding particles. Transversal spin polarization opens the
possibility to measure the beam energy at LEP with a precision of the order of one MeV.
The spins in an electron–positron storage ring align due to an asymmetry in the prob-
ability of spin flips caused by the emission of synchrotron radiation (Sokolov-Ternov-
Effect [Sok64]). The spins of the particles precess in the bending field with a frequency
directly proportional to their energy. The polarization can be destroyed by applying a
radio frequency magnetic field in resonance with the spin precession. The energy can
be calculated from the frequency at which depolarization occurs. The method is very
accurate because the proportionality constants (the electron rest mass and gyromagnetic
anomaly) are known to a high precision.
The energy measurement by resonant depolarization requires a certain degree of po-
larization. The polarization level is decreased by depolarizing processes which strongly
depend on the vertical closed orbit. These depolarizing effects can be significantly re-
duced for a stable orbit with a good knowledge of the beam position in the quadrupole
magnets.
The influence of the depolarizing processes strongly increases with energy and the
polarization level above the W production threshold is too small to perform a direct
measurement of the energy by resonant depolarization. Measurements at lower energies
have to be extrapolated by other methods, and the extrapolation error for the W mass
depends on the highest energy where resonant depolarization is possible. Beam based
alignment techniques can help to increase the level of polarization, thus allowing a reso-
nant depolarization measurement at a higher energy.
After introducing the required accelerator physics in Chapter 2, the effects of orbit
errors are described. Then the basic terms of spin polarization are outlined with an
emphasis on the compensation of depolarizing resonances to increase the polarization
level. The LEP storage ring is explained in Chapter 3 with a focus on the beam energy
determination, where the importance of beam based alignment becomes visible.
Chapter 4 introduces the new technique for beam based alignment, presenting the
principle of the method and its installation at LEP in detail. The results of the BPM offset
measurements are shown. The influence of the offsets on the achievable polarization level
has been studied in simulations. An example to use the installation for a beta function
measurement concludes the chapter.
Chapter 5 deals with variations of the vertical orbit of LEP. The orbit analysis and
the measurements of magnet movements are shown. The correlation of orbit drifts and
quadrupole movements leads to the development of a new feedback system which will be
demonstrated.
3Chapter 2
Orbit impact on accelerator
performance
The performance of a particle accelerator is strongly influenced by the mechanical align-
ment of the different accelerator components and the resulting orbit of the accelerated
particles. To understand this influence, the following chapter introduces some of the con-
cepts of accelerator physics. There are more detailed descriptions available, for example
in [San70], [Wie93] or [Wil92].
Particle accelerators can be divided into two classes: linear and circular accelerators.
The basic difference is that particles in linear accelerators only traverse the structure once
while in circular accelerators they can circulate for many revolutions. This implies that
the bunches in a circular accelerator can repeatedly collide and the particles which do not
undergo a physical reaction are not lost as the reaction can occur in the next turn.
Alignment errors in linear accelerators only have effects downstream of their location
while in circular machines they influence the orbit at every location in the machine.
This chapter will mainly concentrate on circular machines but the differences for
linear accelerators will be explained.
2.1 Linear beam dynamics
The guidance of the particles in an accelerator is achieved by electromagnetic fields. The
force ~F which acts on the particle of charge e travelling with the velocity ~v is described
by Lorentz law
~
F = e (
~
E + ~v 
~
B) (2.1)
where ~E is the electric and ~B the magnetic field. Longitudinal electric fields are used
to accelerate the particles while the design path and the transverse focusing is created by
transverse magnetic fields.
Any magnetic field transverse to the motion of the particle will bend its trajectory.
For a vertical field B
y
the instantaneous bending radius  for a particle with momentum















Figure 2.1: a) Transverse cross section of a quadrupole magnet with the magnetic field lines. The
pole faces of the magnet have a hyperbolic shape to ensure the linearity of the field. b) Force on a
particle traversing a quadrupole magnet. The force rises linearly with the distance from the centre.
It is focusing in one plane while it is defocusing in the perpendicular plane.
The most important type of magnets used in an accelerator to create the guiding fields
are dipole and quadrupole magnets. Dipole magnets bend the particles onto a closed path
in circular accelerators. They have B
y
= const : and the bending of the particles’ path is
independent from its transverse position inside the magnet.
Quadrupole magnets are used to focus the particle trajectories both in linear and cir-



























the distances from its magnetic centre. A particle passing the centre of the quadrupole will
not see any magnetic field and will traverse the magnet without deflection. The particle’s
deflection rises linearly with the distance from its centre (see Fig. 2.1). This property
of the quadrupole magnets ensures the focusing of the particles. Particles further away
from the centre feel a larger deflection and are more strongly driven back. The focusing
is needed to keep the particles in a limited area in the aperture of the accelerator.




=@x and hence quadrupole
magnets are focusing in one plane while they are defocusing in the other plane. Con-
sequently, a combination of magnets must be chosen to focus in both planes. The most
common structure in accelerator systems is a repetition of short identical units called
FODO cells. Each FODO cell is built up of a horizontally focusing (F) quadrupole, a
drift space (O), a horizontally defocusing (D) quadrupole and another drift space. This
structure is also known as the alternating gradient structure [Cou58]. In a circular accel-
erator, the dipole magnets are placed in between the quadrupoles. They also have an effect
on the focusing but it is small compared to the quadrupoles. Higher order multipoles like
sextupoles and octupoles are usually included in the FODO cell. Their effect is considered
as perturbations of the linear approximation and will not be treated here.




Figure 2.2: Curvilinear coordinate system of the reference orbit
The design path in a circular accelerator is a trajectory that closes after one turn. It is a
combination of bending sections in dipole magnets and drift spaces. Quadrupole magnets
are interspaced with the dipoles to focus the particles’ trajectories. The quadrupoles are
arranged such that the design path passes through the centre of the quadrupoles. An ideal
particle of design momentum (without emission of synchrotron radiation) would circulate
on this reference orbit forever. In the design of most accelerators, there is only a vertical
component B
y
of the magnetic bending field and the orbit is in a plane with no vertical
kicks present.
In a real accelerator, however, field and alignment errors of the magnets and the emis-
sion of synchrotron radiation by the particles lead to deviations from this ideal path. A
curvilinear coordinate system, as it is shown in Fig. 2.2, is used to describe the motions
of a particle with respect to the ideal reference orbit. The longitudinal coordinate s is
pointing in the direction of motion of an ideal particle and is the path length from some
starting point s
0
. The transversal coordinates are x in the horizontal plane pointing away
from the centre of the machine and y in the vertical plane pointing upwards.
The movement of a particle in linear approximation can be described by the following

























  k(s) y = 0 (2.5)
where  is the bending radius in the dipole magnets, as in Eq. 2.2, p is the deviation








A positive quadrupole strength k > 0 implies horizontal focusing while for a horizontally
defocusing quadrupole k < 0. s is the path length from a starting point s
0
and for a
circular accelerator the functions (s) and k(s) are periodic in s with the circumference L
of the ring. The differential equations are similar to a harmonic oscillator with a restoring
force theat varies.
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This is the reference path or in a circular accelerator the ideal closed orbit.
Most of the particles do not travel on this ideal orbit but perform oscillations about it.










where (s) shows the same periodicity with L. " and 
0
are dependent on the initial







The function (s) is called betatron function or beta function. It can be seen from Eq. 2.8
that (s) determines together with the constant " (which is called emittance) the maxi-
mum amplitude of the transverse oscillation of a particle at a given position of the ring.





(s) is called phase function and the integral around the ring determines the number














In general, the particles have a finite spread in energy and p 6= 0. Especially in
circular electron accelerators the particles lose energy by the emission of synchrotron ra-
diation and RF cavities at some locations replace the lost energy again. As a consequence,
the energy of the particles depends on the position in the ring. A particle with a deviating
energy has a different deflection in a magnetic field and will travel on a different trajectory









D(s) is called dispersion function. In linear approximation, the trajectory of a particle
with an energy deviation can be expressed as a superposition of the dispersion orbit and






In an ideal accelerator without vertical bendings, the vertical dispersion D
y
is zero.
Misalignment in a real accelerator results in an orbit passing off-centre in quadrupoles
and also creates dispersion in the vertical plane but it is generally much smaller than in
the horizontal plane.
2.1. Linear beam dynamics 7












Figure 2.3: A particle of design momentum without betatron oscillation travels on the ideal closed
orbit. Due to the emission of a synchrotron radiation photon it loses energy. Its reference orbit
changes to the corresponding dispersion orbit for the energy deviation. In a dispersive region, the
particle is not on this orbit and it starts to perform betatron oscillations about the new reference
orbit.
In an electron machine, the equilibrium emittance is determined by the emission of
synchrotron radiation which leads to an excitation of betatron oscillations but is also
responsible for damping. A detailed explanation of this process can again be found in
[San70, Wie93, Wil92]. Due to the larger dispersion in the horizontal plane this is much
more important for the horizontal emittance. The process is depicted in Fig. 2.3. When a
particle with design momentum on the ideal closed orbit loses energy by the emission of
synchrotron radiation, its reference orbit changes and the new reference is x
D
(s) accord-
ing to Eq. 2.12. If it is in a dispersive region (D(s) 6= 0) its physical position is not on this
orbit and it starts to oscillate about this new reference orbit. This excitation of betatron
oscillations leads to an increase of the emittance.
On the other hand there is some damping caused by the emission of synchrotron radi-
ation. The photons are emitted with a finite angle relative to the trajectory (  1=) and
take away some of the transverse momentum. Since the acceleration by the RF cavities
is only longitudinal, the oscillations are damped. The equilibrium emittance results from
the interplay of the two processes.
The emittance has an immediate effect on the luminosity of a particle collider. The
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counter-rotating bunches, the number of bunches per beam k
b
, the revolution frequency
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8 Chapter 2. Orbit impact on accelerator performance
The beam size at the collision point depends on the emittance as  =
p
" 
 with  the
beta function there. The emittances have to be kept as small as possible to maximise the
luminosity.
The horizontal emittance in a circular accelerator is always finite due to the dispersion
created by the bending magnets. The vertical dispersion in an ideal accelerator without
vertical bending is zero and would lead to a vanishing emittance. But the recoil of the
synchrotron radiation photons emitted with a finite opening angle excites betatron oscil-
































the average beta function, J
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 13 m, this fundamental lower limit is also of the order of 10 13m. It is much
smaller than the achievable emittance in a real accelerator which is determined by the
misalignment of the magnets. Every vertical bending by misaligned quadrupoles and
corrector magnets creates vertical dispersion which increases the vertical emittance. In
addition, the horizontal betatron oscillations are coupled into the vertical plane by tilted
magnets and by particles passing off-centre through sextupole magnets. The vertical
emittance caused by these effects in real machines is usually of the order of a percent
of the horizontal one.
Consequently, the misalignments and steering errors in the vertical plane have to be
kept as small as possible to obtain a small vertical beam emittance. The resulting small
vertical beam size leads to a high luminosity.
The particles do not only perform oscillations in the transverse plane but also in the
longitudinal direction and in their energy. The energy changes are provoked by the emis-
sion of synchrotron radiation when the particle’s path is bent. The radiated power P
rad
for
a particle with the energy E = m
0
c















where c is the velocity of light and "
0
is the absolute permittivity of free space.
The energy loss E
rad
of a particle per turn is obtained by integration over the cir-



















Since the energy loss scales with the fourth power of the energy, it rapidly increases for
higher energies. While the loss per turn at LEP for a particle of 45.6 GeV is 120 MeV, it
is 2 GeV at 92 GeV.
The lost energy is replenished by radio-frequency cavities which operate at a multiple
of the revolution frequency. The energy gain must be sufficient to compensate the losses
and limits the highest operating energy of a circular accelerator. The equilibrium of energy
losses and acceleration results in a stable oscillation in energy and longitudinal position.
The frequency of this oscillation is called synchrotron tune Q
s
and represents the number
of synchrotron oscillations per revolution.
2.2. Closed orbit 9
a)
b)
Figure 2.4: a) The closed orbit in an ideal accelerator passes through the centres of the quadrupole
magnets (indicated by lenses) b) An additional kick in the orbit distorts the orbit downstream of
the error source in a linear accelerator and changes the closed orbit all around a circular accelerator.
The ensemble of particles has a certain relative spread 
"











which is proportional to the energy.
2.2 Closed orbit
In general, the tune Q in a circular accelerator is not an integer (this leads to resonances,
which will be shown later) and the trajectories of the oscillating particles do not close
after one turn. There is only one unique periodic path existing where the particle returns






For an ideal accelerator this path is the trivial solution of Hill’s equation, y
co
 0. This
ideal closed orbit is the design path which passes through the centres of the quadrupole
magnets (Fig 2.4 a).
Any field errors, misalignment or tilt of the magnet will create an additional deflection
in the orbit and the trivial solution is not a physical path any more. For a linear accelerator
this will only alter the orbit downstream of the error source. In a circular accelerator the
particles will pass the same error source in the next turn again. Finally, the orbit will
move to a new stable equilibrium position (Fig 2.4 b). The new distorted closed orbit is
nothing other than a closed betatron oscillation around the undistorted ideal closed orbit
which has an additional angular kick at the position of the error source (Fig 2.5). Particles
which are not on this distorted closed orbit will now perform betatron oscillations about
it as a reference.
The equations given for the vertical plane in this section are analogous for the horizontal plane.









location of orbit distortion
Figure 2.5: A dipole error at one location s
0
causes the closed orbit in a circular accelerator
to change. The new solution is a closed betatron oscillation with an additional deflection at the
location of the error.
The additional orbit kick can have several reasons. It can be
 a field error in a dipole magnet
 a gradient error in a quadrupole for a particle passing off-centre
 a misalignment of a quadrupole
 a tilted magnet
 an orbit correction magnet.
For a misaligned quadrupole with a misalignment of y at the location s
0
the angular





) = k  l y (2.21)
with k the quadrupole strength and l the magnetic length of the magnet. This is an
additional dipole kick in the orbit which is independent of the particle’s position inside
the magnet.
For a gradient change k in a quadrupole at the location s
0














) is the beam position relative to the magnetic centre of the quadrupole. In
this case, the angular kick is proportional to the distance from the centre of the magnet.
Any additional kick at a position s
0
changes the closed orbit at any location s of the














where ,  and Q are respectively the betatron function, phase advance and tune in the
plane of motion under consideration. The local orbit error changes the orbit all around
the ring. The amplitude of the displacement changes with the square root of the betatron
function and is modulated by the phase advance to the error source. It only vanishes
where the cosine term becomes zero.
2.3. Transverse Spin Polarization 11
This formula shows that a tune Q which is integer or close to it has to be avoided. The
denominator becomes large and any small kick leads to large orbit distortions. A particle
would come to the location of the distortion with a similar phase and the kicks coherently
add up. The amplitude of the oscillation grows and the particle is eventually lost.
Higher multipole errors such as quadrupole, sextupole errors in the beam optics lead
to similar expressions for the orbit distortions with sin(nQ) (n 2 N) in the denominator.
This causes half-, third-integer and higher order resonances for the tunes which have to
be avoided.
The magnet errors not only cause the orbit to change, but also changes in other ma-
chine parameters like beta function and tunes. The tune shift Q due to a small change




















the average beta function in the quadrupole. Observing the tune change permits
the calculation of the average beta function in a quadrupole magnet when the gradient is
changed by a known k.
Small dipole correction magnets are used to compensate the effect of the errors and
to steer the orbit close to the design path. Most accelerators have less correction magnets
per plane than quadrupole magnets. This implies that the effect of the misalignment
cannot be completely compensated but only minimised. The orbit kicks in quadrupole
and corrector magnets create dispersion which increases the emittance, particularly in the
vertical plane. Consequently, the vertical emittance and hence the luminosity depend on
the vertical closed orbit.
The aim of the orbit correction is to minimise orbit excursions and dispersion. An
apparent flat orbit can still cause dispersion through the misalignments. So the orbit is
usually corrected to a reference orbit which gives small beam sizes and high luminosity.
This reference, often called Golden Orbit, does not necessarily have the smallest orbit
excursions and is found empirically during operation of a machine. The details for the
good performance of the golden orbit are not yet understood. It is assumed that this orbit
gives the optimum vertical emittance "
y




2.3 Transverse Spin Polarization
The preceding sections were describing the influence of the magnetic fields on the trajec-
tory of the particles. The following section will lay out the effects of the magnetic fields
on the magnetic moment. This part is only intended to explain the main phenomena. An
extensive description can be found in [Mon84].







with g the gyromagnetic ratio (Landé-factor), e the elementary charge and m
e
the electron
mass. The magnetic moment is parallel to the spin for positrons and anti-parallel for
electrons.
12 Chapter 2. Orbit impact on accelerator performance
The ensemble polarization vector ~P for N particles is defined as the classical nor-














The absolute value of the polarization vector is the degree of polarization P . This corre-















are the number of electron spins parallel and anti-parallel to the
direction of the magnetic field, respectively.
Electrons and positrons circulating in a storage ring tend to polarize their spins trans-
versely to their direction of motion due to the emission of spin-flip synchrotron radiation
(Sokolov-Ternov-Effect, [Sok64]). Positrons are polarized parallel to the main bending
field and electrons anti-parallel. Only a small fraction of the synchrotron radiation causes























where the sign in the bracket depends on the initial spin orientation to the magnetic field.
For LEP at 45 GeV (  8:8 104,   3000m) this is of the order of 10 12. The build-up
of polarization is hence a very slow process compared to other phenomena in a storage
ring.
















































The build-up time 
ST
at LEP for energies around 45 GeV is of the order of five to six
hours.
Inside a magnetic field ~B, the spin precesses about the direction of the field. The
Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi (T-BMT) equation [Tho27, Bar59] describes the mo-





















E; ) is a function of fields and energy and s is the longitudinal coordinate.

























are the magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular to the trajectory,
respectively, and a = (g 2)=2 is the gyromagnetic anomaly (a = 0:001159652193(10)).


















in a frame moving with the particle. The first expression is the relativistic cyclotron
frequency !
c
and a is called spin tune . The spin of the particle performs  revolutions
around the bending field axis for one revolution around the ring. The number of spin











This relation is the basis for a very precise energy measurement at LEP (see Section 3.3)
since the gyromagnetic anomaly a and the electron rest mass m
e
are known to very high
accuracy.
The spin motion has to be generalised for a real storage ring in the presence of




). It can be achieved by integration
of the T-BMT equation on the periodic closed orbit. This leads to the periodic spin
vector ~n
0
which is defined as the periodic solution of Eq. 2.32 on the closed orbit with
~n
0
(s + L) = ~n
0
(s) [Der70]. The ~n
0
-axis plays the same role for the spin motion as does
the closed orbit for the orbital motion. The spin vectors of the individual particles precess
around ~n
0
. The spin tune  is the number of spin precessions for one revolution on the
closed orbit. In a perfect planar machine, the vector ~n
0
would be always parallel to the
main bending field.
The build-up of polarization is still in the direction of the main bending field but
only the component along ~n
0
can persist. The value of the asymptotic polarization now
depends on the projection of ~n
0

























































yThe effect of electric fields is much smaller and can usually be neglected. A magnetic field of 1T
corresponds to an electric field of 3  108 V/m.














n forward tilt of n
no tilt of n










Particles passing vertically centred (1,2,3) do not get an additional tilt with respect to the ~n
0
-axis.
For particles off-centre (4,5) the direction of their spin vector changes. If ~n
0
is not vertical the spin
vector gets a tilt even on the horizontal axis.
The direction of the asymptotic polarization is now the direction of ~n
0
(s). This is the
direction of a stable polarization in a storage ring.
It is obvious from Eq. 2.36 that a maximum polarization is obtained when ~n
0
is parallel
to ~B. Any horizontal field will tilt ~n
0
from the vertical direction and decrease the polar-
ization. This implies that the closed orbit passing vertically off-centre in a quadrupole
magnet will cause a tilt of the ~n
0
-axis (see Fig. 2.6).
The same effect in combination with synchrotron radiation leads to a diffusion of
the spins away from the direction of the ~n
0
-axis [Bai66]. The particles change their
energy due to the photon emission and perform longitudinal and transverse oscillations
(see Section 2.1). Due to the stochastic nature, the particles of the ensemble will pass the
quadrupoles at different locations and the individual spins ~S
i
will undergo different tilts.
The oscillations are damped and the orbital motion disappears but the spins remain tilted
away from ~n
0
. Hence the average projection onto the ~n
0
-axis is reduced which decreases
the polarization value. The reduction is strongest when the spin motion is in resonance
with the orbital motion which means the condition




















The diffusion process leads to a decrease of the achievable polarization level. Eq. 2.36
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where the polarization time 
p

























The spin-orbit coupling vector ~d(s) describes the effect of quantum emission at a location
s on the spin. In linear approximation it is given as the change in the orientation of ~n
0









It is perpendicular to ~n
0
and is entirely determined by the lattice of the storage ring only
depending on the position where the photon is emitted.




























When the characteristic depolarization time 
d
is significantly smaller than 
p
, the
maximum polarization level in Eq. 2.39 is drastically reduced. The depolarizing effects
have to be well controlled to achieve a high degree of polarization.
The depolarizing effects become more important at higher energy. The magnetic field
of the accelerator’s magnets is proportionally scaled to energy to keep the angular deflec-
tion  constant. So the effect from misalignment on orbit errors remains constant. The
situation for the spin motion is different. Every orbit kick y0 perturbs the spin motion
by a movement of the spin vector of j~j = a y0. Therefore the spin kicks scale with
energy. With increasing beam energy, the spin motion becomes more sensitive to magnet
misalignments. The beam polarization becomes more vulnerable to the depolarization
resonances.
Not only does the influence of the integer resonances become stronger, but also the
higher order spin resonances (P jk
i
j > 1 in Eq. 2.38) become more and more important
at higher energies. The strength of these resonances can be calculated in a formalism
introduced by J. Buon [Buo89], S. Mane [Man90] and K. Yokoya [Yok83]. The strength














The strength of the sidebands depends on the integer resonance strength and powers of

2
, i.e. the nth order sideband enters with a factor 2n. Since the relative energy spread

"
=E is proportional to the energy (see Eq. 2.19), the tune modulation index varies with
the fourth power of .
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2.4 Harmonic Spin Matching
Not all orbit deviations lead to a strong decrease of the polarization value. Only a coher-
ent summation of distortions causes a strong depolarization. The depolarization through
deviation of the ~n
0
-axis from the vertical is driven by Fourier components of the vertical
closed orbit. This is clear from the fact that horizontal fields are only present in excited
vertical corrector magnets and for a particle passing vertically off-centre in quadrupole
magnets. The magnetic field B
x
is proportional to the distance y
Q
from the centre of the
quadrupole.
Derbenev and Kondratenko [Der79] demonstrated that the contribution of the (com-
plex) Fourier components c
k



















The derivation assumes that synchrotron oscillations are the dominating depolarization
process neglecting betatron oscillations. This is a good approximation for plane storage
rings at high energies close to half integer spin tunes. The resulting degree of polarization













influence on the depolarization. Due to the (   k)4 term, the effect of the next closest
components is nearly two orders of magnitude less.
A special orbit correction scheme allows the reduction of the closest Fourier com-
ponents and the deviation of the ~n
0
-vector which increases the degree of polarization.
This spin resonance compensation is known as Harmonic Spin Matching (HSM). The
Harmonic Spin Matching minimises the integer spin resonances (P jk
i
j = 0 in Eq. 2.38)
which depend on the ~n
0
-axis tilt. The higher order spin resonances which are proportional
to the integer resonances are weakened accordingly.
A set of closed vertical orbit bumps can be generated which change a particular har-
monic each [Sch82, Ros85]. A symmetry imposed in the bumps assures that nearby
components are not affected. A set of four different bumps is sufficient to compensate
the closest Fourier components. The effect from the bumps on the orbital motion of the
particles is small.
Basically, the Fourier components c
k
can be computed from the vertical closed orbit





) and sine (b
k
) components of the vertical orbit measurements y
i
in the spin
precession frame. The bending angle  in the bending magnets is used for the analysis
since it is proportional to the spin precession. A discrete Fourier transform of the set of
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Figure 2.7: Different positioning errors influence the calculation of the orbit harmonics. The read
error y
BPM
of the BPM relative to the ideal plane orbit can be expressed as the sum of the offset
y
k-mod
to the quadrupole and the quadrupole misalignment y
quad
.
where k is the harmonic number of the Fourier component, 
i







)=2 is the bending around the location of the orbit measurement.
The calculation is based on the vertical closed orbit positions relative to an ideal
plane. In practice, the success of this method crucially relies on the precision of the orbit
measurements y
i
. Both an offset y
k-mod
of the beam position monitors with respect to
the magnetic centre of the quadrupoles and the misalignment y
quad
of the quadrupole
magnets lead to an error y
BPM
of the BPM with respect to the ideal closed orbit in a
plane (see Fig. 2.7). This has implications for LEP which will be explained in Section 3.3
and the dependencies will be studied in more detail in Section 4.4.4.
If the calculation of the coefficients from the vertical orbit is not possible or too lim-
ited in precision one can vary the amplitude of the compensation bumps and observe the
changes in the polarization level. This method is known as Empirical HSM.
It is very time consuming to perform an optimisation by empirical HSM when the
build-up time of polarization is slow. The parameter space of the Fourier components has
to be scanned by variation of orbit bumps. The variation of the polarization level is slow
due to the large build-up time. Furthermore, the change of polarization has to be above
the statistical fluctuations of the polarimeter to be observable. This becomes impossible
if the initial degree of polarization is too low.
For a spin tune close to half-integer (  i+0:5, i 2 N), the level of polarization P can





















is the maximum achievable polarization at the particular machine settings




are the Fourier components
of the orbit from Eq. 2.46 and Eq. 2.47. The constant d can be calculated by a fit from the
simulations for different strengths of the harmonics. An example is shown in Fig. 2.8.
Since the parameter space of the significant Fourier components is four-dimensional
the empirical HSM can be problematic. To illustrate this difficulty, the dependence of












in Fig. 2.9. If one harmonic (c
i
in the figure) is relatively well compensated, a variation
of the other leads to a significant change in polarization. This change is only minor –
and possibly not experimentally observable – when the compensation is not good and
the harmonic is still large. One has to keep in mind that each c
i
depends again on two
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Figure 2.8: Dependence of the polarization level on the strength of the adjacent harmonic a
i
.
The results are from SITF calculations for an ideal LEP machine at a spin tune of  = 125:5 for






























Figure 2.9: Dependence (in the linear model) of the polarization level on the strength of the adja-




. The bold lines indicate the variation of the polarization
degree with c
i+1
for relatively well corrected c
i
in one case and a worse correction in the other.
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parameters. A figurative view of this is to imagine a similar figure with the dependence
of the remaining two parameters at any point of the surface of Fig. 2.9.
The dependence on one harmonics parameter keeping the others constant is seen by










































































)] and a weaker dependence d0 on the particular harmonic.
This shows that empirical HSM can be practically impossible if the initial harmonics are
too large. It also makes it obvious that the variation of one component has the biggest
impact on polarization if the other harmonics are already well corrected.
Therefore, the deterministic HSM must provide already a relative accurate prediction




. Only then, the empirical variation
of the harmonics will lead to detectable changes in the polarization level, in particular
at higher energies where the maximum level is small. So the determination of the BPM
offsets y
k-mod
is important for a successful optimisation of the polarization.




3.1 High energy physics at LEP
The LEP collider was built to probe the standard model of strong and electroweak inter-
actions [Gla70, Wei67, Sal68]. Since its development, the model has been a successful
theory to describe three of the four fundamental forces. All present experimental data are
consistent with this theory, however our understanding of the standard model is far from
complete. Precise measurements of its parameters and experiments at higher energies are
required to gain further insights and to probe theories beyond the standard model.
One of the main aims at LEP was the precise measurement of the mass and the decay











where the production of a Z is followed by decay into various channels of fermion-
antifermion pairs. The annihilation cross section for decay into hadrons is shown





= 91:2 GeV. The mass and decay width of the Z can be determined from cross
section measurements. The precision of the mass and width determination critically de-
pends on the accurate measurement of the beam energy which is explained in Section 3.3.
The exact shape around the Z resonance demonstrated that only three families of light
neutrinos exist [LEP95].
Measurements around the Z peak particularly profited from the very large statistics
available for a well-defined initial state. The results are also sensitive to particles with
masses beyond the direct production which enter via radiative corrections. Predictions
can be made for masses of heavier particles like the top quark and the Higgs boson.
For direct searches of new physics at higher energy, nevertheless, the beam energy of
LEP had to be increased. A detailed report on the physics prospects of this LEP II project
can be found in [Alt96]. One major goal is the precise determination of the mass of the
W boson [Kun96], the charged partner of the Z, to improve the present best measurements
from the Tevatron.
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Figure 3.1: Hadronic cross section (Initial State Radiation included) as a function of the centre of
mass energy.
with a following decay of the W bosons. Each W can decay into a quark antiquark pair
or to a charged lepton and an unobservable neutrino.
The mass of the W can be determined by two different methods. One way is from the
total W-pair cross section 
tot
just above the W+W  production threshold where it is most
sensitive tom
W
. The second is the direct reconstruction of the invariant mass from its final
state decay products. Due to the small production cross section of the W-pairs (< 20 pb) a
very high integrated luminosity has to be provided by LEP to reach the desired statistics.
The aim is to reach 500 pb 1 per experiment which corresponds to about 8000 W+W 
events. The envisaged error for m
W
is about 30–50 MeV/c2 which requires a precise
knowledge of the beam energy of the order of E
beam
 15MeV [Pla96]. The improved
accuracy makes the test of the electroweak theory more stringent.
Besides the W studies, the further aims of increasing the LEP energy are the search
for the Higgs boson, both standard and supersymmetric, as well as other supersymmetric
particles like charginos and neutralinos. The W-pair production will also provide some
information about the triple gauge-boson couplings for ZWW and WW interactions.
3.2 The LEP e+e  collider
LEP [LEP84] is an e+e  colliding beam storage ring with a circumference of 26.7 km.
It has an eightfold symmetry and consists of eight straight sections connected by circular
arcs (see Fig. 3.2). Four of the straight sections house a physics experiment, i.e. L3,
ALEPH, OPAL and DELPHI. These experiments are all general purpose detectors with
almost complete solid angle coverage. They analyse the decay products of the collisions
between the counter-rotating electrons and positrons.


































Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the LEP collider with its eight interaction points (IP). The four
even-numbered IPs are equipped with experimental detectors.
QL1 – QL12 non-experimental straight section
QL13 – QL18 non-experimental dispersion suppressor
QS0 – QS12 experimental straight section
QS13 – QS18 experimental dispersion suppressor
QF19 – QF49 (odd numbers) horizontally defocusing regular FODO quadrupoles
QD20 – QD48 (even numbers) horizontally focusing regular FODO quadrupoles
Table 3.1: Naming scheme for the quadrupole magnets at LEP. A suffix .Ln or .Rn is added
where L and R stand for left and right (seen from the centre of LEP) of the IP number n.
The magnetic lattice consists of a total of 808 quadrupole magnets. The magnets are
numbered starting from each IP. The naming scheme is explained in Table 3.1. Some
of the magnets are arranged in doublets and an suffix A or B is added to the name. The
location of the magnet in the ring is given by the suffix .Ln or .Rn where L and R stand
for left and right of the IP (seen from the centre of LEP) and n is the IP number. As an
example, QS0.L2 stands for the first magnet at the left side of the experimental IP 2.
The eight quadrupole magnets (QS0) left and right of each of the four experimental
IPs are superconducting to reach the desired strong gradient needed to squeeze the vertical
beam size at the interaction points. All other magnets are normal conducting. Two
different types of magnets are used which are different in magnetic length and number
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of turns per pole. One type (MQ, 1.60 m long, 29 turns) is used for the regular arc FODO
cells (QF, QD) and some insertion magnets (QL4 and QS2). The remaining quadrupoles
in the straight sections and dispersion suppressors are of the second type (MQA, 2.00 m
long, 59 turns).
An injector chain of linear and circular accelerators (e.g. PS, SPS) increases the en-
ergy of electrons and positrons to 22 GeV before they are injected into LEP. The particles
are accumulated in a number of bunches. The initial design foresaw four equidistant
bunches of electrons and positrons. This implies 8 collision points in the 8 interaction
points of LEP. Electrostatic separators close to the interaction points separate the beams
vertically and prevent unwanted collisions between the different bunches outside the ex-
perimental detectors.
Different schemes were used to raise the number of bunches to eight or more in order
to increase the luminosity. A ‘pretzel’ scheme [Jow91] was used from 1992 to 1994 with
8 equidistantly spaced bunches. The unwanted collisions that would occur in the middle
of the arcs were avoided by horizontal electrostatic separation at the beginning of the arcs.
The horizontal electron and positron orbits are intertwined in the arcs (which lead to the
name) and separated at the place where the bunches would encounter each other.
The present bunch train scheme [Her94] which was used since 1995 has four equally
spaced trains which consist of up to four bunches each which follow one another at a
distance of about 100 m. The separation for the unwanted collision points is obtained by
vertical electrostatic separation bumps close to the interaction points.
After accumulation of the particles at injection energy they are accelerated to the col-
lision energy. Until the end of 1995 LEP was operated at centre of mass energies around
the Z resonance (m
Z
= 91:2 GeV/c2) to profit from the high cross section for an accurate
measurement of the Z mass m
Z
and the width of the Z resonance  
Z
. An important error
in addition to statistic and systematic errors from the experimental detectors comes from
error of the LEP beam energy. A careful absolute calibration was essential for a small
error. The energy calibration at LEP will be described in Section 3.3.
Since the end of 1995, the maximum beam energy of LEP has been increased in steps.
It is limited by the total installed RF voltage needed to replenish the energy lost by the
emission of synchrotron radiation. The synchrotron radiation power increases with the
fourth power of the energy, i.e. from a loss per turn of 120 MeV at 45.6 GeV to 2 GeV at
92 GeV. So the required RF voltage increases drastically.
Superconducting RF cavities were subsequently added and the beam energy increased
from 65 and 68 GeV at the end of 1995, 80.5 GeV and 86 GeV in 1996, to 91.5 GeV in
1997. The beam energy will be increased to 94.5 GeV for the 1998 running period. A last
upgrade is foreseen for the 1999 operation and it is envisaged to run LEP until the year
2000 to collect data above the W-threshold. A total of 288 superconducting RF cavities
will be installed after full completion of the upgrade to compensate for the synchrotron
radiation losses.
3.3 The LEP energy calibration
The accurate measurement of the average LEP beam energy is based on the resonant spin
depolarization. The achievable precision is more than an order of magnitude better than
that from other methods.
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As described in Section 2.3, the spins of the circulating particles become polarized
with time. This transverse spin polarization is measured at LEP by a Compton laser
polarimeter [Deh95, Ass94b]. A circularly polarized laser beam is brought into collision
with the electron or positron beam of LEP at IP 1. The cross section depends on both
the polarization for electron and photons. The distribution of the backscattered photons is
shifted for left- and right-hand circularly polarized light if the electron beam is polarized.
This shift is proportional to the polarization P . The photon distribution is measured by a
W-Si strip detector 250 m away from the interaction point.
The average statistical error of the polarization level P
stat






The polarization can be destroyed in a resonant way by applying an oscillating hor-
izontal RF field to the beam. This field rotates the spin vector by a small amount every
turn. The small rotations add up coherently if the frequency f
dep
of the depolarizing RF
field meets the resonance condition with the spin precession frequency
f
dep
















are the integer and fractional part of the spin tune , respectively. In that case the
polarization vector is rotated into the horizontal plane in about 104 turns ( 1 s) and the
polarization is destroyed by the spin diffusion. For the measurement, the frequency f
dep
of the RF field is varied until depolarization is observed.
Only the fractional part q

is measured but the integer part k

can be derived from mea-
surements of the main bending field. There is still an ambiguity since depolarization also
occurs when (1  q

) meets the resonance condition (mirror ambiguity). This is resolved
by a second depolarization after a known energy shift by changing the RF frequency.







be disentangled by a depolarization after change of the synchrotron tune Q
s
since the
main resonance does not change with a change of Q
s
.
The average beam energy is derived from this measurement using Eq. 2.35. The







and a) are known to a high precision. The total systematic error was calculated
to be E = 0:2MeV at 45.6 GeV and an experimental verification with limited accuracy
showed an upper limit of this error of E = 1:1MeV [Arn95].
An indispensable prerequisite for this precise measurement is a sufficient degree of
polarization. If the level of polarization is not high enough, the depolarization can not
be clearly identified in the statistic fluctuations of the measurement. The experience has
shown that measurement with a polarization level of 4-5 % is usually possible. Lower
levels make the measurement extremely difficult or impossible.
Different strategies are applied to attain a high degree of polarization. First of all,
the vertical orbit is carefully corrected to minimise horizontal fields passing off-centre
in quadrupole magnets. While a vertical rms of 0:5mm is common for physics data
taking, the orbit for polarization experiments is usually corrected to below 0:3mm. The
longitudinal magnetic fields of the experimental solenoids (if excited) are compensated
by vertical closed orbit bumps close to the solenoids. The spin rotation by the bumps is
calculated such that it nulls the rotation by solenoids.
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Figure 3.3: Energy spread 
"
at LEP for a particle distribution centred at a half integer spin tune
k + 0:5 (k 2 N). The width of the distribution is 30MeV for LEP I around 45 GeV beam energy
and increases to 125MeV for LEP II.
The energy of LEP is set such that the spin tune is near  = k + 0:5 (k 2 N) and
far from the main resonances. The tunes are carefully chosen to avoid depolarizing reso-
nances from betatron and synchrotron sidebands as in Eq. 2.38. The tunes were usually
smaller than in conditions for physics data taking since the strength of the resonances
decreases with their order.
The most successful method of increasing the polarization level at LEP was the Har-
monic Spin Matching (HSM) (see Section 2.4). A record polarization level of (57 3)%
was achieved at 44.7 GeV [Ass94b]. This was obtained with initial deterministic HSM
from the Fourier analysis of the closed orbit followed by empirical HSM.
The depolarizing effects become more severe with the increase in energy. According
to Eq. 2.19, the energy spread 
"
scales proportional to the square of the energy itself.
While it is around 30MeV for LEP operated at 45 GeV, it increases to more than 120MeV
for LEP II. A significant fraction of the particles in the distribution passes the depolarizing
integer resonances which are 440MeV apart (see Fig. 3.3). In the mathematical picture,
this effect becomes obvious in the strength of the synchrotron sidebands by the increase
of the tune modulation index  (see Eq. 2.44) with the fourth power of the energy.
This effect will limit the polarization level for higher energies below the threshold
needed for resonant depolarization. The level is certainly insufficient at the operation
energy above the W-threshold and a direct measurement is impossible. The precise
measurements by depolarization have to be extrapolated to the operation energy by other
means which are based on the measurement of the LEP bending field.
Different devices measure the field of the LEP dipole magnets. A total of 16 NMR
probes are installed in bending magnets in the 8 octants of LEP [Deh96]. While the intrin-
sic precision of the probes is better than 5 10 6, the field measurements are limited to the
order of 10 4 by the local differences and irreproducibility due to the magnetic properties
of the LEP concrete-iron dipole magnets. Hence, these local field measurements have to
be related to the average beam energy by resonant depolarization measurements.
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Figure 3.4: The error in the energy measurement by flux-loop and NMR will depend on the
linearity in the lower region and on the length of the lever arm for extrapolation. A calibration at
higher energy reduces the lever arm and extrapolation error. The graph is not to scale.
A special flux-loop [Bil90] coil inside the LEP main dipoles forms a loop all around
the ring covering 96.5 % of the total bending field. The total flux induced inside during
a special hysteresis loop is used to monitor the magnetic induction of the dipoles. The
precision of the method is about E=E = 2:6  10 4. While it has the advantage of
essentially sampling the whole ring, it is not applicable with stored beams and does not
take into account other magnetic fields like the earth magnetic field.
Both methods are not necessarily linear over the energy range to be covered for the ex-
trapolation. It is thus indispensable to perform calibration measurements between NMR,
flux-loop and the precise resonant depolarization at several energies to get information
about the linearity of the methods. The final error on the extrapolation to the operation
energy will crucially depend on the energy range which has to be covered. This is indi-
cated in Fig 3.4.
A resonant depolarization measurement has to be performed at the highest possible
energy where a sufficient degree of polarization is achievable. Since the strength of the
depolarizing resonances scales with 2 (see Eq. 2.45) and the strength of the sidebands
scales with 4 (see Eq. 2.44), it becomes much more difficult to reach a high degree of
polarization. The compensation of the resonances by Harmonic Spin Matching therefore
has a more important role. In particular, the deterministic HSM which depends on the
BPM offsets has to be accurate enough to provide an observable level of polarization
for further empirical optimisation. Accordinly, the determination of the BPM offsets is
of specific importance for the energy calibration at higher energies. This beam based
alignment can help to decrease the error on the W mass.
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Chapter 4
Calibration of orbit monitor offsets
For a good performance of an accelerator it is important that the beam passes centred
through the quadrupole magnets, as it was shown in Chapter 2. The precise knowledge of
the vertical orbit is also relevant for the compensation of depolarizing spin resonances.
Beam position monitors are installed near the quadrupoles to measure the orbit po-
sition at these locations. Due to cost reasons, the number of monitors is limited. For
example, there are 504 BPMs installed at LEP. They are located in the straight sections
and at the vertically focusing quadrupoles in the arcs where the beta function is large
and the adverse effects of a beam passing off-centre is bigger. They are manufactured
with tight mechanical tolerances and are carefully aligned relative to the quadrupoles.
Nevertheless, a residual mechanical offset can persist and an electronical offset can also
lead to an error on the determination of the beam position.
A beam based technique has been developed to find the offset of the beam position
monitors [Bar94].
4.1 Principle of quadrupole strength modulation
The underlying principle of the offset determination of the beam position monitors is
based on the focusing properties of a quadrupole magnet. Eq. 2.22 shows that a particle
gets an additional angular deflection y0 when the strength of a quadrupole changes by
some smallk. This kick depends linearly on the orbit position y
Q
relative to the centre of
the magnet. This leads to an orbit change y(s) according to Eq. 2.23 which is detectable
all around the ring (except the locations where cos(j(s) (s
0
)j   Q) ' 0). This orbit
change is also proportional to the distance the particle passes from the centre of the magnet
where the gradient is changed. A measurement of this orbit change y(s) for different
beam positions y
Q
in the quadrupole allows the determination of the centre of the magnet,
as it is shown in Fig. 4.1. A simultaneous reading of the beam position monitor at the
quadrupole magnet shows the offset of this BPM.
This technique is used at various accelerators [Ric83, Lit85, Röj94, Bög95]. Usually,
the orbit is measured, the strength of the quadrupole changed and the orbit is remeasured
for different beam positions in the particular quadrupole magnet. The orbit change is
minimal when the beam is centred in the magnet.
A different technique has been developed at CERN to adapt better to the special re-
quirements there. The quadrupole strength k is harmonically varied at a low frequency f















Figure 4.1: Measurement of the orbit change y for different beam positions y
Q
in the quadrupole
where the field strength k is changed. The offset of the beam position monitor is obtained from
reading at the position of minimum orbit change y.
well below the betatron frequency
k = k
0





is the initial phase of the excitation.
According to Eq. 2.22 and Eq. 2.23, this leads to a beam oscillation with the same
frequency. The induced beam oscillations are measured by a sensitive beam position
monitor. A harmonic analysis of this signal determines the amplitude of the beam oscil-
lation at the excitation frequency. The amplitude shows the same behaviour as jyj in
Fig. 4.1 and the BPM reading at its minimum is the BPM offset.
This variation of the technique has a few advantages compared to the other. The
method is rather insensitive to orbit movements from other sources when these do not
have the same frequency as the modulation and the measurement is not perturbed. This is
important in the case of LEP since the vertical orbit is strongly drifting (see Chapter 5).
Consequently, the relative gradient change k
0
=k can be very small and the modula-
tion signal is still detectable. The modulation can be kept so small that the changes in any
other beam parameters like orbit, tunes and betatron functions are negligible for normal
operation. Hence, it does not disturb the physics data taking by the experiments. So the
offset determination can be performed in parallel to physics data taking which is the main
fraction of the LEP running time. No specially scheduled machine time is needed for the
offset determination.
The harmonic excitation also allows to measure the offsets of several beam position
monitors at the same time by choosing different excitation frequencies. The harmonic
analysis can extract the oscillation amplitude when the spacing between the frequencies
is sufficiently large (see Section 4.3.3).
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4.2 Hardware description for k-modulation
4.2.1 Modulation of quadrupole strength
A necessary prerequisite for the offset determination is the possibility to change the gra-
dient of a particular quadrupole magnet independently.
Most of the quadrupoles at LEP are powered in series, only a few have individual
power converters (QS0, QS1 and QS5 at the experimental interaction points). The other
quadrupole magnets in the straight sections and dispersion suppressor are powered in
symmetrical pairs around the interaction point. All quadrupoles in the arcs are connected
in one series each for the horizontally focusing (QF) and the defocusing (QD) magnets.
These quadrupole magnets had to be equipped with additional (back leg) windings to
allow a modulation of the quadrupole strength. These additional windings are made from
a 8 wire cable with 0:75mm2 cross-section which is wound once around the poles on top
of the main windings of the magnet. The wires are connected to form 8 turns. The cable
is galvanically isolated from the main windings. 16 power converters with a maximum
current of I
p p
= 12A excite the back leg windings. The power converters can perform
a harmonic excitation with frequencies between 0:72 and 50Hz. Two power converters
are installed at every interaction point of LEP. One quadrupole magnet in the half-octant
on each side of the IP can be connected via the power cable to the harmonic generator.
A multi-wire control cable selects the desired back leg winding with the help of a diode
selection matrix and a relay near each quadrupole.
Very low frequencies have to be used for the offset determination. The back leg
winding and the main winding act like a transformer. The harmonic excitation of the
back leg winding induces a voltage in the main winding of the magnet. This leads to a
current change in the main windings and also changes the magnetic field in the magnets
which are powered in series with this magnet. The induced voltage is smaller for lower
frequencies. In addition, the current regulation loop of the main power supply has a better
rejection of current variations for small frequencies.
The coupling between the magnets of a pair connected in series was measured as
a function of the excitation frequency. The magnetic field change inside the quadrupole
was measured when the modulation was on this magnet and then on the magnet connected
in series. Fig. 4.2 shows the ratio of the two measurements. The modulation frequency
has to be chosen below about 2Hz to keep the influence on the second quadrupole magnet
connected in series small enough. For higher frequencies, the field in the second magnet
changes by nearly the same amount as in the magnet with the modulation. A badly centred
orbit in the second quadrupole magnet can result in a significant measurement error.
All defocusing regular lattice quadrupole magnets (QD) in the arcs are connected
in series with a total of 240 magnets in the string. The induced voltage by the back
leg excitation of a single magnet has thus a smaller effect on the relative change of the
total voltage compared to the case of a quadrupole pair. This results in a smaller current
change in the main windings. In addition, the orbit positions in the different magnets
can be assumed to be statistically distributed. The additional kicks are like a random
walk to the beam which again decreases the effect by the order of
p
240. So the error by
the unwanted modulation of quadrupoles other than the excited one is smaller than for a
commonly powered magnet pair. Nevertheless, frequencies below 2–3Hz were usually
chosen for the excitation.
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Figure 4.2: Ratio between the magnetic field when the excitation is on the back leg winding of
the magnet itself and on the magnet connected in series for a string of two magnets.
The field in the magnets with an individual power supply can be modulated at higher
frequencies by changing the current in the winding of the magnet. For these magnets,
modulation frequencies in the range of 10 to 16Hz were chosen since beam oscillations in
this range are relatively small (see also Fig 4.5). Due to technical reasons, the excitation is
not harmonic but the current is periodically changed between two values. The inductance
of the coil prevents the current changes from being purely rectangular. But higher odd
harmonics of the fundamental frequency will be present in the frequency analysis.
The signals to ramp these magnets up and down are generated by the LEP Master
Timing Generator (MTG) and are distributed around the ring. A 2:5 s table contains a
synchronisation event at the beginning of the table and the events for 8 excitation fre-
quencies between 10:0 and 15:6Hz, spaced by 0:8Hz.
4.2.2 The Beam Orbit Measurement system
The Beam Orbit Measurement (BOM) system of LEP consists of 504 pickups that are
capable of measuring the positions of the two beams in the two planes with a relative
precision of a few microns. The pickups are made of an Al blocks (stainless steel in the
straight sections) and contain four round stainless steel button-type electrodes of 34mm
diameter. The passing bunch induces a signal in the electrodes which is proportional to
the bunch currents and depends on the distance from the electrode. The bunch position is
calculated from the ratios of the different signals.
The BOM pickups are rigidly fixed by a mount to the quadrupole magnets. Nearly
every quadrupole in the straight section and the dispersion suppressor is equipped with a
pickup. In the arcs of LEP, only the vertically focusing magnets, the QDs (every other
quadrupole magnet), have a pickup.
Two different types of processing electronics are used to determine the beam position.
A wide band type is used for pickups close to the IPs where the time separation between
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the counter-rotating bunches is small and time resolution is critical. A narrow band type
with lower time resolution is used for most of the pickups. The different types are briefly
described below. A more complete description is given in [Bor90, Bor95].
The BOM system has two parallel acquisition modes. The orbit can be acquired by
request of the operator and an automatic orbit acquisition takes a new measurement every
fixed time interval. The automatically acquired orbit which is measured every 60 s is used
for the offset determination. More frequent automatic acquisition would make an orbit
measurement for the operator unavailable. For this reason, the repetition period of the
automatic acquisition is limited to 40–60 s.
Wide Band BOM
Until end of 1996, only 56 pickups were read by a wide band processing electronics, 3 at
each side of the non-experimental interaction points (at QL1B, QL2B and QL4B) and 4 at
each side of the experimental IPs (at QS0, QS1A, QS3 and QS4). The electronics for four
additional pickups (at QS5 to QS8) at each side of the experimental IPs has been changed
to the wide band type for 1997. This allows the observation of both particle types which
had been impossible for the bunch train operation.
A 12 bit resolution ADC is used to digitise the signal of each of the four electrodes
separately. The electronics is not self adjusting and is dependent on the bunch currents. A
gain must be selected to set the working point corresponding to the bunch currents. The
gain is changed usually once in normal physics data taking conditions.
Narrow Band BOM
The processing electronics for most of the pickups is of the narrow band type. The
electronics is self adjusting to the bunch current, no gain settings have to be selected. It
uses a 8 bit Flash ADCs to digitise the difference signals for the two diagonally opposite
electrodes of the pickup.
The initial resolution with 8 bit was ' 140m in the vertical plane. The resolution is
increased by an equivalent of 3 bits by ramping the FADC input pedestal in steps of 1/8 of
a bin at each revolution period. This technique has increased the resolution to 16m in
the vertical and 11m in the horizontal plane.
4.2.3 Detection of beam oscillations
The change in the quadrupole strength should be small enough not to interfere with the
accelerator operation for data taking by the physics experiments. The relative change
k=k is typically of the order 10 3 to 10 4. The induced beam oscillations have an
amplitude of only up to a few micrometres. The resolution of the normal BPM system is
marginal for these small oscillations.
Two high resolution beam position monitors have been installed at LEP for general
purpose use [Vos94]. They are directional coupler type strip line monitors with four
electrodes of 18 cm length.
For some time this was decreased to 40 s.
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until 1996 BPCO.QF31.R1 957.03 115.03 43.35 3.104 3.152
until 1996 BPCO.QF31.L1 25 701.84 116.76 42.82 87.184 73.042
1997 BPCO.QL8.R1 175.95 58.72 63.25 0.638 0.917
1997 BPCO.QL8.L1 26 482.92 58.72 63.26 89.647 75.277
Table 4.1: Characteristic values for the strip line beam position monitors (couplers) for an optics
with 90/60 phase advance per FODO cell (1996: m05p80_v2, 1997 n0520p97_v2).
The position of the couplers has been changed in the 1996/97 shutdown since they
were suffering from the higher amount of synchrotron radiation at LEP II. They were
located in the arc near the quadrupole magnet QF31, about 950 m left and right of inter-
action point 1. They were moved into the straight section close to QL8, 175 m from IP 1.
The strip lines of the couplers are in the horizontal and vertical plane. One of the couplers
was turned by 45 before the relocation and a hybrid electronics was used to generate the
signals for the horizontal and vertical plane. Some details of the location of the couplers
and the betatron functions and phases there are given in Table 4.1.
Using two couplers assures that any beam oscillation can be detected. The betatron
phase advance between the source of the orbit oscillation and one coupler can make the
oscillation nearly vanish at the location of the coupler. The cosine term in Eq. 2.23 should
not become zero for both couplers at the same time.
This condition is fulfilled depending on the phase  of the source of an oscillation for
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If the phase advance  between the two couplers is not close to a multiple of  and not
close to 2Q + n, the oscillation is detectable in at least one of the couplers, no matter
where the source is located.
The displacement y(s
cpl
) of the beam at the location of the coupler for an orbit kick





couplers for orbit kicks at any location as the beam displacement in the coupler divided
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: (4.3)
The expression for the horizontal plane is similar.
Fig. 4.3 shows an example in the vertical plane for the 1997 coupler configuration for




of 90=60 per FODO cell. The graph shows the
variation of the sensitivity with the beta function. It can be seen that there is always one
coupler where the sensitivity is not zero.
4.2.4 Data acquisition system
The data acquisition system has 8 channels to measure simultaneously the signals of both
couplers in both horizontal and vertical plane for the two particle types.
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Figure 4.3: Sensitivity (see Eq. 4.3) of the two couplers for vertical orbit kicks around one
interaction point (IP 6) for the 1997 90/60 phase advance optics (n0520p97_v2). The drawing
on top of the graph depicts the magnet structure for the region shown.
The difference signal of the strip-line pairs for each of the planes is used for the
detection of the oscillations. The amplitude is proportional to the bunch current and
changes during the fill. The normalisation for the bunch current is made by software
with the on-line current readings from the LEP measurement database.
The difference signal is fed into an integrate and hold circuit (I/H). Four multiplexed
12 bit ADC digitise the signal and a DSP is used for data processing. A detailed descrip-
tion of the acquisition electronics can be found in [Rei94].
The electronics needs 13s for the digitisation. Four bunch passages can be measured
per revolution period of LEP. The electronics is not fast enough to measure all successive
bunchlets in a bunch train but the trigger allows to select any of them. The data for each
channel is averaged by the DSP over n
av
turns. The DSP is capable of storing 16k of data.
If all 8 channels are to be simultaneously measured, 2048 data points can be acquired for
each channel.
The data acquisition is synchronised by the master timing generator of LEP. A VME
timing module (TG3) [Bee90] detects the synchronisation timing event and triggers the
data acquisition. So the excitation and measurement are synchronised and the phase of
the oscillation can be used as an additional information.
4.3 Data analysis
The beam position is sampled over a number of successive turns. The average is calcu-
lated for n
av





























Figure 4.4: Spectrum of beam oscillations in the horizontal plane. The sampling frequency was
112:46 Hz. Data are from the coupler BPCO.QL8.R1 for the positrons.
where f
rev
= 11 245 Hz is the revolution frequency of LEP and N
bunch
= 4 is the number
of bunches that are measured per revolution cycle. The sampling period is  = 1=f
sampl
.
A number of data points N
data
has to be acquired for each data set for the frequency










The nearest power of 2 smaller or equal to N
data
is used for a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the data for display. The FFT is described in [Rei94]. Examples of the spectra
for the horizontal and vertical plane are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. While the
FFT is suited for a fast calculation of the spectrum for display purposes, it has certain
disadvantages for the precise analysis of the data. The amplitude can only be calculated










When the frequency does not coincide with one of this set, the calculated amplitude has a
strong dependence on the frequency [Har78]. To avoid this problem, a harmonic analysis
is performed for the exact calculation of the oscillation amplitude.
4.3.1 Harmonic analysis
The harmonic analysis by a discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) allows a precise calculation
of the amplitude of a harmonic oscillation
u(t) = A  cos(2ft+ ) (4.7)














Figure 4.5: Spectrum of beam oscillations in the vertical plane. The sampling frequency was
112:46 Hz. Data are from the coupler BPCO.QL8.R1 for the positrons.
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) is the transverse beam position sampled at equidistant times t
k
= k   .



















The amplitude A and the phase  of the harmonic oscillation in Eq. 4.7 (as demon-















This analysis can be performed at any frequency f below f
N
and the result is indepen-
dent of the frequency for a large number of data points N  1.
4.3.2 Sampling effects
The beam oscillations are only sampled at one location for a limited time interval. This
has certain effects on the frequency resolution and precision of the analysis.
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Figure 4.6: Attenuation factor a for the calculated amplitude of an harmonic oscillation as a
function of the frequency.
The original signal of the beam oscillations is not bandwidth limited below the
Nyquist frequency f
N
. I.e., the betatron oscillations are seen with the fractional part q
of the betatron tune Q. For the vertical plane with q
y






As a consequence, simple sampling would lead to aliasing (see Appendix A.2). Any
higher frequency content of the signal would be spuriously moved into the interval
[0 :: f
sampl
=2] and perturb the measurement. All signals in the intervals [m ::m+1]f
sampl
,
m 2 Z are shifted to [0 : : f
sampl
]. Furthermore, signals in the range [f
sampl





=2 into [0 : : f
sampl
=2]. So, the result of the DFT at frequency f in
the interval [0 : : f
sampl
=2] is a superposition of signals with frequencies mf
sampl
 f .
Aliasing is avoided by a low pass filter for the signal before the harmonic analysis is
performed. The averaging of the beam position for n
av
successive bunch passages is a
digital low-pass filter. Instead of taking one measurement every time interval  , the mean
of n
av





















Appendix A.3 demonstrates that the calculated amplitude of an oscillation with a

















with  = f=f
sampl
. Fig. 4.6 shows the effect. While this attenuation factor is between
1 and 0:64 in the interval between DC and the Nyquist frequency, it rapidly decreases for
higher frequencies.
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The sampling frequency is usually in the range between 50 and 250Hz, so betatron
oscillation signals are effectively suppressed. The highest frequency used for the offset
determination is 15:6Hz and the attenuation of the measured amplitude is very small.
4.3.3 Windowing
The use of the raw data (rectangular window) for the frequency analysis has a major
disadvantage. A harmonic signal is not only detected at its frequency but also creates
sidelobes in adjacent bins (spectral leakage) and distorts the measurement there. This
is not tolerable since only a small frequency region is possible for the back leg winding
modulation and several frequencies are to be used simultaneously.
The use of a windowing function for the raw data can significantly decrease the side-
lobes and increase the frequency resolution. The value v(i) of the data point i is multiplied
by a weighting factor w(i)
v
w
(i) = w(i)  v(i): (4.11)
A detailed comparison of the properties of several windowing functions is given in
[Har78]. Two windows seemed particularly interesting and were selected for further
analysis for this application: the minimal 4-term Blackman-Harris window and the Ham-
ming window. The Blackman-Harris window has the strongest suppression of sidelobes
while the Hamming window has a relative small peak width for a reasonable sidelobe
suppression.
The weighting functions for these windows are
w
BH
(i) = 0:35875  0:48829  cos(2i=N
data
) (4.12)
+ 0:14128  cos(2  2i=N
data





(i) = 0:53856  0:46144  cos(2i=N
data
) (4.13)
and are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The windowing function decreases the calculated amplitude A of a harmonic signal.
The reduction factor is 2:78746 for the minimum 4-term Blackman-Harris window and
1:85680 for the Hamming window. This is taken into account and compensated in the
calculation of the amplitude.
The spectral leakage is significantly reduced for both windows. Fig 4.8 shows
the comparison of the analysis of a harmonic signal after convolution with the 4-term
Blackman-Harris window and Hamming window to the case without window. The side-
lobes are significantly suppressed for both windows compared to the rectangular window
at the expense of the broadening of the main-lobe. The suppression of sidelobes is better
for the Blackman-Harris window while the Hamming window has a narrower peak width.
The full width at half maximum of the main lobe are 1:20, 2:66 and 1:82  f
bin
for the
rectangular, Blackman-Harris and Hamming window, respectively. The width of the
peak and the distance to the sidelobes scales with the bin width f
bin
and is inversely
proportional to the measurement time.
Without window, the calculated amplitude 3:5  f
bin
away from the signal frequency
is 9:2% of the signal amplitude, while it is only 0:2% with the 4-term Blackman Harris
window and 0:6% with the Hamming window. At a distance of 2:5  f
bin
from the signal
frequency, the computed amplitude is 12:8% and 6:8% of the signal amplitude for rectan-
gular and Blackman-Harris window, respectively. The Hamming window has a leakage














Figure 4.7: Windowing function w(i) for the minimum 4-term Blackman-Harris window and the
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Figure 4.8: Harmonic analysis of a signal of f = 1Hz with the 4-term Blackman-Harris window
(a) and with the Hamming window (b) in comparison to the analysis with a rectangular window




= 2048. This corresponds to a
measurement time of T = 18:2 s.
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Figure 4.9: Harmonic analysis of two signals of f
1
= 1:52Hz and f
2
= 1:68Hz with amplitudes
A
1
= 1:0 and A
2
= 0:1, respectively (indicated by solid lines). (a) shows the 4-term Blackman-
Harris window and (b) the Hamming window in comparison to the analysis with a rectangular




= 2048. The sepa-
ration between the two signals is impossible for the rectangular and the 4-term Blackman-Harris
window while the small signal is clearly visible for the Hamming window.
there of only 0:2%. The Hamming window has the favourable combination of a narrow
peak and a sidelobe level which stays below 0:7% of the signal.
The spectral leakage is particularly important for the offset determination when the
beam is well centred in one quadrupole magnet under modulation (small signal) and badly
centred in another magnet with a nearby modulation frequency (large signal). Since the
sidelobe height is proportional to the main lobe, the small signal would get a significant
error.





= 1:68Hz with respective amplitudes of A
1
= 1:0 and A
2
= 0:1. The smaller signal is
absolutely unobservable in the sidelobes of the stronger one for the case of the rectangular
window. For the Blackman-Harris window the frequency spacing is also too small and the
small signal is not to distinguish from the larger main lobe. For the Hamming window,
the smaller signal is clearly visible and the calculated amplitude is Ac
1
= 0:1009, with an
error of less than 1%.
Spacing the excitation frequencies for the offset determination by more than f
min
avoids the problem of crosstalk between simultaneous measurements at neighbouring
frequencies. For the Blackman-Harris window, a value of fBH
min
= 3:5  f
bin
is necessary
while for the Hamming window a value of fHam
min
= 2:5  f
bin
is sufficient. The smaller
frequency spacing possible for the Hamming window has the advantage of fitting more
measurement frequencies in the range for the back leg windings where the oscillation
should be below about 2Hz. Table 4.2 gives some examples of the minimal frequency
spacing for different parameter sets.
















4096 200 224:92 18:2 0:0549 0:192 0:137
2048 400 112:46 18:2 0:0549 0:192 0:137
2048 600 74:97 27:3 0:0366 0:128 0:092
2048 800 56:23 36:4 0:0275 0:096 0:069
Table 4.2: Sampling frequency f
sampl
, measurement time T , bin frequency f
bin
and minimal
frequency spacing for the 4-term Blackman-Harris and Hamming windows for some parameter
sets.
Since the orbit is only acquired once a minute, a measurement time around 30 s still
gives 2 measurements for every orbit measurement. The frequency resolution is small
enough for a dense spacing of the oscillation frequencies for the back leg winding excita-
tion.
Sampling frequencies around 50Hz have to be used with care since the 50Hz noise
signal can be mirrored into the observation range, perturbing the calculation of the oscil-
lation amplitudes.
4.3.4 Cuts
The signals of the induced beam oscillations have to be detected in the presence of orbit
oscillations from other sources, orbit drifts and corrections. The drifts and corrections
are particularly annoying since the orbit measurement frequency is very low. So the orbit
can change during the measurements and this change is seen with a delay in the orbit
acquisition data.
Different cuts have been introduced and studied to improve the quality of the data.
Orbit drifts
A changing orbit during the measurements leads to data points which are off the V-shaped
distribution. The orbit corresponds to the position before the orbit change and the ampli-
tude corresponds to the new beam position after the change. These points enter the plot
with a wrong abscissa.
These points are rejected by looking at the difference of consecutive orbit positions
during the measurements. If this difference is larger than a certain threshold both the
measurement before and after the change are discarded. A cut of 100m has proven to
be effective without a large data reduction.
Especially in the case of orbit bumps for the offset determination, this cut is very
important. Comparing the changes in the measured oscillation amplitude with the changes
in the orbit revealed that the apparent time of the changes did not coincide. The transfer of
the orbit data of the BOM system creates a delay. This effect is compensated in the anal-
ysis software by shifting the BOM readings with respect to the amplitude measurements
by 1–2 data sets.













Figure 4.10: The amplitude is scanned around the modulation frequency f
mod
to find the maxi-
mum. In each iteration, the maximum of three points (indicated by a bold number) is taken and
the interval is halved, centred around the frequency of maximum amplitude. Four iterations are
performed to narrow the frequency uncertainty.
Modulation frequency cut
The signals have to be analysed in the presence of a variety of beam oscillations from
other sources with different frequencies. Particularly, when the beam is well centred in
the quadrupole under modulation, the noise from other sources dominates the result of the
harmonic analysis.
The modulation frequency is stable. The presence of other beam oscillations influ-
ences the position of the maximum oscillation amplitude near the modulation frequency.
This frequency shift can be used as a criterion for the perturbation by other sources.
For this reason, the harmonic analysis is not only performed at the modulation fre-
quency but a scan is carried out around the modulation frequency to detect the maximum
amplitude. The principle is shown in Fig. 4.10. The harmonic analysis is executed in a first
iteration at three frequencies: the modulation frequency f
mod
and two frequencies below
and above f
mod
f . The frequency where the maximum amplitude occurred is chosen
as the centre frequency for the next iteration and the frequency spacing is halved. A
number of n iterations defines the position of the maximum with a precision of f=2n 1.
The parameters chosen for this application were usually f = 0:01Hz and n = 4
iterations. This limits the scanning interval to f
mod
 0:01875Hz and the remaining
uncertainty in the frequency of the maximum is 0:00125Hz.
Fig. 4.11 shows an example of the maximum amplitude defined by this method versus
the frequency where it was found. For a strong signal, the frequency of the maximum
corresponds very well to the excitation frequency. If the amplitude of the induced beam
oscillation is small, the peak is often detected at the edges of the interval indicating
that this measured amplitude does not originate from the modulation of this quadrupole
magnet.
This allows to perform a cut on the frequency interval where the maximum was de-
tected to reduce the influence of beam oscillations from other sources. The cut range

















Figure 4.11: Measured amplitude of oscillation as a function of the frequency where the peak
was detected. The excitation frequency was 1:68Hz in this example. Selecting only points in the
vicinity of the excitation frequency reduces the influence of parasitic signals.
can be adjusted in the individual case to allow a good compromise between statistics and
noise rejection. Satisfying results were usually obtained by cutting out only points at the
edges of the scan interval.
Low frequency cut
The closed orbit can change during the measurement time for one data set either due to
an orbit drift or an orbit correction. This means that the position in the modulated magnet
is not well defined for the measurement. Since most orbit corrections will not only have
a local effect at the magnet under modulation, the orbit will change at the location of the
couplers, too. This opens the possibility for a cut to sort out these data points.
An orbit correction results in a sudden change of the beam position. The Fourier
spectrum of this step function contains predominantly low frequencies. The orbit drifts
also happen at a very low frequency time scale. This fact was used to introduce a cut on
the sum of the amplitudes in the first three bins above DC of the FFT.
This cut is important since the Fourier spectrum of the step function extends with a
significant frequency contribution into the range above f = 0:72Hz used for the modu-
lation by back leg windings. The step caused by the orbit correction can be much bigger
than the modulation-induced beam oscillation.
The worst case is evaluated by analysing a signal with the minimum modulation
frequency f = 0:72Hz superimposed by a step function. The harmonic analysis using
rectangular and Hamming window for a step of 10 for typical data acquisition parameters
is shown in Fig. 4.12. The calculated amplitude at the modulation frequency is signif-
icantly perturbed. The step gives an additive contribution to the detected signal height,
but is also phase dependent. The calculated amplitude for the signal phase where the
perturbation was strongest is 1:46, 1:68 and 1:48 for rectangular, Blackman-Harris and
Hamming window, respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Harmonic Analysis of an oscillation of f = 0:72Hz of amplitude A = 1 (indicated
by solid line) superimposed with a step of 10 in the middle of the data. The phase of the signal
was chosen to give the strongest perturbation of the calculated amplitude. The dashed line is






The sum of the first three bins of the FFT results in 12 in this example. The maximum
perturbation of the oscillation signal is inferior to 5% of this sum. A value of 5 for the
cut parameter limits the maximum possible absolute error on the calculated amplitude to
below 0:25 even for the lowest excitation frequencies.
4.4 Determination of the orbit monitor offsets
The amplitude of the induced orbit oscillation has to be measured for different beam po-
sitions inside the quadrupole magnet to determine the offset of a particular beam position
monitor. Two different ways can be employed to do so: one can rely on the orbit drifts or
apply local closed orbit bumps at the location of the quadrupole to assure different orbit
positions.
In both cases, a fit allows the precise determination of the position of the minimum
amplitude. The function fitted to the data is







is the offset of the beam position monitor. The parameter a is the slope de-
pending on the sensitivity function (see Eq. 4.3) and the adjustment of the electronics.
In addition to the ideal case of Fig. 4.1, an amplitude offset A
0
is included in the fit to
take into account the effect of noise from other sources which on average raises the whole
curve.
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Figure 4.13: Offset determination by natural orbit drifts for the QS0.L2 using electrons. The
upper plot shows the measured amplitude, the lower the calculated phase of the oscillation. The
measurements of both couplers are shown. The offset in this example was found to be 2825m
(BPCO.QF31.R1),  289  7m (BPCO.QF31.L1). A cut on orbit drifts larger than 50m was
applied.
Nearly all measurements were performed in the vertical plane where the offsets are
more important for the orbit quality and particularly polarization. The method is equally
applicable for horizontal BPM offsets.
Most of the initial measurements were relying on the strong orbit drifts in the vertical
plane. These drifts are very annoying for the operation of LEP but opened the possibility
of the offset determination without any additional intervention during physics data taking.
The problem and cure of the orbit drifts is dealt with in Chapter 5. Furthermore, it is not
possible to apply large closed orbit bumps across the IPs without affecting the luminosity.
So the offset determination for the closest magnets to the IP (QS0, QS1) relies on the
drifts if no particular operation time is to be used for this.
An example of an offset measurement by natural closed orbit drifts is shown in
Fig. 4.13. The plot shows the data taken by the two couplers. The measured oscillation
amplitudes for the two couplers are not identical due to their different sensitivity to an


















Figure 4.14: Oscillation amplitude for a modulation of QS0.L2 using electrons measured by
BPCO.QF31.R1. The range of the orbit drifts did not make the orbit pass the centre of the magnet.
A precise determination of the offset is not possible. A less accurate offset value can still be
deduced from the measurement. In this example, the offset is smaller than  300m.
orbit kick at the location of the excited quadrupole (see Eq. 4.3 and Fig. 4.3) and different
attenuation of the coupler signals.
The measured oscillation amplitude shows the expected linear dependence on the
beam position inside the magnet. The scatter is due to the presence of beam oscillations
from other sources which randomly add to the induced oscillation. A second source of
scatter is fact that the orbit is only measured once per minute. So the orbit can have moved
when the amplitude of the beam oscillation is measured. This effect is reduced by the cut
on orbit drifts but a residual error smaller than the cut parameter can remain.
It is impossible to give a precise value of the error of the individual data points. The
additional noise is assumed to be statistical and independent of the position inside the
magnet. So an error independent of the amplitude is assigned to the points and is scaled
to get a value of 2 = 1 per degree of freedom in the fit. The long measurement during
the physics data taking time results usually in a fit with a high precision. A statistical error
below 10m can be reached.
The lower graph of Fig. 4.13 shows the calculated phase of the oscillation. It can
serve as a cross-check of the measurement. The absolute value is not important. It is
clearly visible that the phase changes by  when the beam position changes the side of
the magnet. The phase is not very well determined close to the centre of the magnet
since it is dominated by random signals which do not have a fixed phase relation to the
measurement. Hence it cannot give a very precise location of the offset. But it can be
helpful for the offset determination by orbit bumps to see whether one has already passed
the magnet centre.
The offset determination by the natural orbit drifts has a major disadvantage. It does
not guarantee that the change of beam position inside the quadrupole is large enough
to cover both sides of the magnet. If the orbit is not well centred it is likely that the
orbit remains on one side of the magnet. So the minimum is not reached and a precise
determination is impossible. Fig. 4.14 gives an example of this case. The measurement


































Figure 4.15: Offset determination for QD44.L8 by applying local closed orbit bumps. The offset
in this example was measured to be 1183m (BPCO.QF31.R1), 8817m (BPCO.QF31.L1).
The larger statistical error for the left coupler is due to its smaller sensitivity. Cuts applied were
orbit drifts larger than 50m and the sum of the low frequency FFT bins smaller than 30.
can still give an indication of the offset when the measured amplitude is larger at a zero
BPM reading than at a different position.
The offset determination by drifts fails for a stable orbit when the movements are small
like for the horizontal orbit of LEP. Local closed bumps can be applied at the location of
the quadrupole under modulation in that case. The bump ensures that the measurement
covers both sides of the magnet for a precise offset determination. This strategy also
speeds up the measurement significantly. While a measurement using drifts took usually
several hours, the bump method can determine the offset in about 15–20 minutes. It
allows to perform series measurements in a controlled way. The majority of the offset
measurements at LEP were made using local orbit bumps.
The range of the orbit variation inside the magnet can be increased and the larger
signal is also visible in the case of larger noise. The orbit bumps are created using four
correction coils to obtain a bump with zero angle in the centre of the quadrupole. Fig. 4.15
shows an example of the offset determination using a local closed orbit bump.
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While the closed orbit bumps across the interaction point are problematic, bumps
in the arcs were used during physics data taking for the offset determination without
significantly affecting the luminosity. Only when several bumps of amplitudes of about
1mm were used simultaneously, a slight reduction in luminosity due to the dispersion
generated by the bump was observed.
4.4.1 The superconducting low-beta insertion quadrupoles
The quadrupole magnets closest to the interaction points (QS0) are superconducting mag-
nets, necessary to reach the high gradient to squeeze the beam size at the collision point.
The magnetic coils are in a cryostat and cooled down to liquid Helium temperature. The
position of the coils with respect to outside fiducial marks is only measured at room
temperature. A contraction of the support of the coils can lead to a displacement of the
coils when the magnet is cooled down.
The superconducting quadrupoles installed until 1993 (MQC) were subsequently re-
placed by a stronger type (MQCC) to fulfil the requirements for the energy upgrade for
LEP II. The exchange took place during shut down 1993/94 at IP 2 and IP 8, 1994/95 at
IP 6, and finally 1995/96 at IP 4.
The beam position monitor is attached to the superconducting magnets, 45 cm away
from the end of the magnet. It is equipped with a wide band BOM electronics. The gain
usually changes during the physics data taking from a 0 dB to 10 dB setting when the
bunch currents fall below a certain limit. The offsets measured for the two gain settings
were different in some cases by more than 200m. The calibration procedure of the
BPM electronics is responsible for the different offsets for the different gain settings. For
a given gain, no current dependence of the offset is obvious since the data points for a
varying bunch current lie on the same curve.
The offsets for the two particle types showed usually also differences of the same
magnitude. The first part of the processing electronics for electron and positron signals is
not identical and can cause this effect.
The distribution of the BPM offsets for the old (MQC) and new (MQCC) quadrupole
type is shown in Fig. 4.16. The results for different particle types and gain settings are
treated as individual offsets. For the measurements in 1993 [Beu93, Sch93], this was not
possible since the gain dependence was not known at that time and no differentiation for
the gain setting was made.
It is clearly visible that the new generation of superconducting quadrupoles (MQCC)
for LEP II has smaller offsets than the previous type. The offsets for the MQCC type are
all smaller than  1mm while some of the offsets for the older MQC type were nearly
 2mm. The mean and rms of the distributions are ( 1:18 0:66)mm for the MQC and
( 0:580:31)mm for the MQCC type. This difference indicates that the large offsets are
mainly of mechanical nature since the BPM electronics is not different for the two types.
The reason for the large offsets is probably the above mentioned contraction of some part
of the magnet when it is cooled down. Both types show systematic negative offsets, i.e.
the magnet axis is lower than the pickup centre.
The long-term reproducibility of the measured offsets for the superconducting mag-
nets was already studied in [Rei94] and was found to be of 75m. This includes effects
from the statistical error, beam angle in the quadrupole and re-calibration of the BPM
electronics.
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of the BPM offsets for the superconducting quadrupole magnets. The
offsets for different gain settings and particle type are treated independently. The offsets for the
first generation of the superconducting quadrupole magnets for LEP (MQC type) show large
offsets of up to  2mm. Their replacements for LEP II (MQCC type) have offsets only up to
 1mm.
4.4.2 Normal conducting magnets with Wide Band BOM
The measurements of wide band BPM offsets were mainly performed at the QS1 magnets.
Orbit movements in the other magnets were often too small and bumps across the inter-
action point were not used during physics data taking. Some other offsets were measured
in the non-experimental straight sections or during dedicated machine time.
The QS1 is a doublet of two 2 m long magnets (MQA type) spaced by 50 cm. The
BPM is on one exterior side of the magnets at a distance of 17 cm. All other normal
conducting magnets are single magnets with the BPM at the same distance. The bigger
length of the QS1 doublet could lead to a larger error caused by the beam passing through
the magnet with a non-zero angle.
Fig. 4.17 shows the distribution of the measured offsets for magnets where the BPM
has a wide band electronics. The difference between the offsets for the QS1 doublet and
other magnets is small. The width of the distributions are nearly identical with 354 and
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of the offsets in the vertical plane for BPMs with wide band electronics
at normal conducting quadrupole magnets. The offsets for the QS1 doublets are shown separately.
The distribution for the QS1 does not differ significantly from the one for other magnets with a
wide band type BPM.
365m. The mean values of  179m and 62m do not differ significantly from zero
compared to the width. Combining both distributions results in a width of 378m with a
mean of  76m.
The offsets for the normal conducting magnets are significantly smaller than for the
QS0 magnets with the same BPM electronics, where the mean value is  578m for
the presently installed magnets. The offsets for the superconducting magnets must be
predominantly of mechanical origin.
4.4.3 Magnets with Narrow Band BOM
Most of the beam position monitors are equipped with narrow band electronics. Until
end of 1996, 448 of the 504 pickups and from 1997 412 out of 500 were of this type. In
particular, all the BPMs in the arcs and dispersion suppressors, where the vertical orbit is
of big importance for the polarization, have narrow band electronics.
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of the BPM offsets in the vertical plane in the straight sections and the
arc around IP 8 measured until the end of 1996. The offsets measured for different particle types
are treated as separate measurements.
First measurements were performed in the straight sections. The quadrupole magnets
in the arc and dispersion suppressor around IP 8 were equipped with back leg windings
in 1995 and measurements were done there mainly using local closed orbit bumps. The
results of these offset determinations are shown in Fig. 4.18.
The offsets are in general smaller than for the wide band type BPM electronics. The
differences between the offsets for the different particle types were also significantly
smaller and typically below 50m. The width of the distribution for BPMs in the arc
of 190m is about half as big as for the wide band type. The distribution of the offsets
for BPMs in the straight section is slightly larger with 262m. The mean value of the
distributions do not differ significantly from zero. The distribution of all measured narrow
band BPM offsets combined has a mean of  28m with a width of 240m rms.
The small difference between the measured offsets in the arc and the straight sections
could originate from the limited statistics. A contribution to the larger width for BPMs in
the straight section could come from an error due to a beam passing the quadrupole with
an angle.
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displacement tilt
elements










quadrupole 150m 240rad 1:0  10 4 (MQADF)
2:0  10
 4 (MQCDF)
sextupole - - 0:5  10 4
Table 4.3: The rms values of the misalignments and field errors used to simulate an imperfect
LEP machine.
The length of the FODO cell in the arcs is 79m and this is also the distance between
two BPMs there. Typical beam angles in the arc are of the order of 10rad. The distance
from the BPM to the centre of the arc quadrupoles (MQ type) is 0:97m. So the error
that can be caused by a beam passing with an angle through the magnet is of the order of
10m.
The distance between BPMs in the straight sections is of the order of 25m. For most
of the straigth section quadrupoles (MQA) the distance to the BPM is 1:17m. Assuming
identical rms orbit excursions, typical angles are about 30rad and an offset error up to
about 30m could result from this.
The measured BPM offsets were introduced in the BPM orbit acquisition software.
Whenever a set of orbit data is acquired, the BPM readings are corrected for the offsets.
The resulting orbit data has the centres of the quadrupole magnets as a reference.
The large BPM offsets for the superconducting quadrupoles are important for LEP
operation. An empirically foundy Golden Orbit passes well centred through the QS0
magnets [Rei94]. The smaller offsets for the narrow band BPM type, which presents the
majority of the LEP ring, is of less importance for the luminosity operation where the
vertical orbit excursions are typically about 500m. They are, though, of special interest
for polarization studies and energy calibration where the orbit is carefully corrected to
excursions of about 250m.
4.4.4 Impacts of BPM offsets on transverse spin polarization
It was pointed out in Section 2.4 and 3.3 that the increase of the polarization level by Har-
monic Spin Matching depends critically on the precision of the orbit measurements and
the alignment. The study shown in this section demonstrates in particular the dependence
on the BPM offsets.
The polarization calculations were performed by MAD [Gro90] for a LEP machine
with realistic misalignments and magnet imperfections. Gaussian distributions of ran-
domly distributed errors cut off at 2.5 were assigned to the different groups of elements
(quadrupoles, bending magnets, etc.). The imperfections used are given in Table 4.3. The
ybefore the measured BPM offsets were introduced
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Figure 4.19: Polarization level as a function of the spin tune at an energy near 44.7 GeV. The
solid line is the result of the linear calculation by SITF for one random set of misalignments.





= 0:2207 and q
s
= 0:0605. In higher order calculation (dashed curve), the
degree of polarization is also reduced by higher order resonances for spin tunes which meet the
resonance condition of Eq. 2.38.
beam position monitors were misaligned relative to the centre of the quadrupole magnets
with different rms values.
The polarization level is calculated with the SITF module implemented in MAD. SITF
is a part of the simulation code SITROS [Kew83, Bög94] and based on the theory by
Chao [Cha81, Cha82]. The closed spin solution ~n
0
(s) and the spin-orbit coupling ~d(s)
are calculated from the closed orbit using a matrix formalism. The polarization level is
computed from Eq. 2.39. The SITF calculation takes into account the linear resonances
only. An example is shown in Fig. 4.19. The prediction of the polarization level is
in general too optimistic since higher order resonances are important already at LEP I
and become even stronger for higher energies. Nevertheless, the strength of the higher
order sideband resonances scales with the strength of the linear ones. In the scope of this
analysis, it is only intended to a give a qualitative view of the effects of the BPM offsets
and not to predict the absolute polarization level at a given energy.
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A precise prediction for the actual LEP is also difficult since the harmonic contents
of the vertical orbit can be significantly different for identical rms values [Ass93]. This
results in a large spread in the degree of polarization. A set of ten different random seeds
was used in the simulations to generate different patterns of imperfections for each rms
BPM misalignment for otherwise identical machine parameters (tunes, spin tune, rms
misalignment, rms orbit, etc.). The degree of polarization was averaged in the spin tune
interval [k+0:45 : : k+0:55]. The mean value of the ten random seeds and the spread were
computed for each set. This average polarization is not meant to predict the actual level
at LEP for a given energy but represents well the dependence on the BPM misalignment.
The computation of the spin precession Fourier components c
k
of the closed orbit for
the real LEP machine is limited by the sampling. The orbit is known only at the locations
of the beam position monitors. Only the BPMs in the bending regions contribute to the
Fourier coefficients. There are 112 BPMs in the dispersion suppressor of LEP and 240 in
the arcs resulting in a total of 352 sampling points. In addition to the limited sampling,
it is also irregular. In the arcs, 6 bending magnets are between two BPMs, while there
are 2-4 in the dispersion suppressor. This irregular sampling introduces an error in the
calculation of the Fourier components.
In the MAD simulation, the Fourier components can be calculated more precisely.
The orbit is sampled at every bending magnet, so 1696 points are used for the Fourier
analysis. The sampling in the spin precession frame is regular except for the 32 weak
bending magnets which have only one tenth of the bending of the regular dipoles and
contribute only 0.2% to the overall bending. Their influence can thus be neglected.
This Fourier component computation with the more precise sampling is used as a
reference for the calculation using the BPM data. It can be assumed that the polarization
level after correction of the Fourier components by deterministic Harmonic Spin Match-
ing corresponds to the highest achievable level for the simulated machine with that set
of misalignment and tunes. Thus this optimum case of deterministic HSM has the same
result as the best Fourier compensation by empirical Harmonic Spin Matching.
The effect of the sampling became first obvious when the Fourier components of the
HSM compensation bumps were analysed with the different samplings. Two different
sets of HSM bumps are existing for the compensation of the Fourier components close to
a spin tune of  = 101:5. While one set is in the dispersion suppressor, the other set is
in the arc. Both bump sets were analysed in an ideal LEP without any misalignments by
the precise Fourier analysis with sampling at every bending magnet and normalised to an
Fourier amplitude of 10m. The analysis taking the BPM readings (see Table 4.4) gave
results different from 10m and dependent on the set of bumps. This shows that the result
of the BPM data analysis depends on the different sampling in the arc and the dispersion
suppressor. The result also depends on the individual harmonic.
Since the Fourier analysis in the case of the real LEP can only be performed by
the BPM data, a scaling factor was introduced to approximate the results of the more
detailed analysis. According to the above result the factor depends on the location of the
orbit bump and is different for arc and dispersion suppressor. The dispersion suppressor
contains only 12% of the total bending of LEP. So the arc has the main contribution to
the Fourier sum. For this reason, the factor found for the arc is used as a general factor
for the analysis.
The factor was computed for different closed orbit bumps over four adjacent orbit
correction coils in the arcs. Only values with Fourier amplitude of the BPM analysis
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arc 1.73 1.73 1.76 1.75
disp. suppressor 1.29 1.30 1.39 1.21









disp. suppressor 1.36 1.36 1.43 1.29
Table 4.4: Analysis of the Fourier components of HSM compensation bumps with sampling at the
BPMs. The bumps were scaled to result in a normalised amplitude of 10m in the precise Fourier
analysis with sampling at every bending magnet.
larger than 5m were considered for the calculation of the factor. The factor at a spin
tune of 125 and 126 which is relevant for the analysis at 55 GeV had values between 1.9
and 2.3 for the different bumps. The value of 2.1 was used in the further simulations.
For each different random set, the simulation was performed in the following steps:
 assign the misalignments and field errors to the elements
 switch off the sextupoles
 correct the orbit in both planes once to x
rms




 switch on the sextupoles
 correct the orbit in both planes to x
rms
= 0:4mm and y
rms
= min: using MICADO








 adjust the RF cavity voltage to obtain the desired synchrotron tune Q
s
 calculate the polarization level by SITF
 calculate Fourier harmonics from both BPM data and more precise sampling
 scale the BPM Fourier amplitudes from BPM data
 apply HSM compensation bumps
 recalculate the polarization level by SITF
 recalculate Fourier harmonics from both BPM data and more precise sampling
The orbit correction without sextupoles is performed to avoid problems in the correc-
tion algorithm due to large orbit amplitudes in the sextupoles which lead to strong orbit
distortions.
The size of the BPM offsets has an immediate influence on the quality of the orbit
correction. The dependence of the remaining vertical rms orbit excursion after correction
is shown in Fig. 4.20. The quality of the orbit correction deteriorates with larger BPM
offsets. The effect is less strong for smaller offsets since the orbit correction quality is
limited in that case mainly by the misalignment and the number of orbit correctors.
The spread in the polarization level for the individual random sets of misalignment
with identical rms value is large. For this reason, the same random seeds for the misalign-
ment were used for the simulations with different size of the BPM misalignment relative
to the quadrupole magnets. The different seeds then show the same functional behaviour
in dependence of the BPM misalignment.
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Figure 4.20: Residual vertical orbit excursion 
y
after correction as a function of the BPM off-
sets. Each point corresponds to the mean value and spread of ten different random seeds for the
misalignments.
The result for the simulations with the 90/60 phase advance optics for a spin tune near
 = 125:5, 55GeV, are shown in Fig. 4.21. Each point represents the mean value of ten
different random seeds. The values are normalised to the mean value of the polarization
level obtained by HSM using the precise Fourier analysis. This value is a polarization
level of 64% in the linear SITF calculations.
The mean polarization value before the application of Harmonic Spin Matching de-
pends only very slightly on the BPM offsets. A level of 20% of the optimum polarization
level is reached for small offsets. The decrease with increasing offset can be explained by
the slightly worse orbit correction resulting in a higher 
y
. So the average orbit and spin
kicks are higher and lead to a stronger depolarization.
The polarization level after application of the Harmonic Spin Matching shows a much
stronger dependence on the offsets. For offsets smaller than 150m, polarization values
above 50% of the optimum level are reached. The HSM more than doubles the polariza-
tion. For larger BPM offset this gain becomes smaller, and for values of 
y
> 400m
the HSM even decreases the degree of polarization. This implies that the error introduced
in the Fourier analysis by the BPM offsets are larger than the relevant Fourier amplitudes
before HSM.
The saturation of the polarization level at about 50% of the optimum value for offsets
smaller than (y
k-mod
) = 150m can be explained by the misalignment of the quadru-
pole magnets themselves. As explained in Section 2.4, the error of the Fourier amplitudes
of the closed orbit depends on the measurement error with respect to an ideal plane.
Hence, both the offset of the BPM relative to the quadrupole and the misalignment of
the magnet contribute equally to this error. The alignment error of (y
quad
) = 150m
is the predominant source when the BPM offsets are smaller than this.
The results of the measurements of the BPM offsets in the arc around IP 8 (see Sec-
tion 4.4.3) showed an rms value of (y
k-mod
) = 190m. The corresponding polar-
ization level for this offsets is slightly above 40% of the optimum value. A decrease of
the offsets by k-modulation measurements could bring down the value of (y
k-mod
) to
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without HSM
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Figure 4.21: Relative polarization in dependence of the BPM offsets relative to the quadrupole
magnets. The values are normalised to the optimum polarization level for empirical HSM (which
corresponds to the level obtained by deterministic HSM using the precise Fourier analysis sampled
at every bending magnet).
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below 50m. This would improve the quality of the deterministic HSM and increase the
degree of polarization to about 56% of the optimum value.
An further gain in the polarization level can be obtained through the knowledge of
the quadrupole misalignment. The residual vertical quadrupole misalignment at LEP is
about (y
quad
) = 150m. But the precision of the measurement between adjacent
quadrupole magnets is of the order of 40m. It would take too much time to realign
the magnets to this precision so only the magnets with the largest misalignment from
the reference polynomial are realigned. But the position of the magnets is known with a
better precision than the actual remaining misalignment. This additional information can
be used to improve the knowledge of the BPM positions.
In the MAD/SITF calculations this was simulated by misaligning the magnets as
before since this real misalignment remains unchanged. Different from the previous
simulations the BPMs were aligned relative to the ideal plane with a given rms value
of (y
BPM











orbit was corrected relative to these BPM positions. The results for an uncertainty of the
misalignment of (y
quad
) = 50m for (y
k-mod
) = 0m and 50m are also plotted
in Fig. 4.21. The degree of polarization does not show the saturation for small BPM
offsets any more. Values of 90 and 80% of the optimum level were reached, respectively.
The study shows that the measurements of the BPM offsets helps to increase the level
of polarization which can be reached by deterministic Harmonic Spin Matching. The
Fourier analysis becomes more precise and allows a better compensation of the depo-
larizing Fourier harmonics of the closed orbit. This is mainly important for the energy
calibration by resonant depolarization at higher energies where the polarization level is
low. Better deterministic HSM increases the probability to obtain a measurable degree
of polarization for further empirical optimisation. In addition, it allows to restrict the
scanning range of the four-dimensional parameter space for the empirical HSM to smaller
volume since the uncertainty of the calculated Fourier harmonics of the orbit is smaller.
After these results the decision was taken to equip during the shutdown 1996/97
all the remaining quadrupole magnets with a BPM attached with a back leg winding.
An automatic procedure was developed for the measurements using local closed orbit
bumps. During the LEP running period 1997, most of the BPM offsets in the arcs
and dispersion suppressors were measured. The rms value of the offsets measured of
(y
k-mod
) = 270m was bigger than expected from the results in the arc around IP 8.
The impact on the polarization for different beam optics used in 1997 and the measure-
ments are described in detail in a separate work [Son98].
4.5 Beta-function measurement
In addition to the offset determination and improvements of closed orbit and polarization
level, one can profit from the installed hardware for the k-modulation to gain additional
knowledge about the beta function in the quadrupole magnets.
It was pointed out in Section 2.2 that the average beta function 
Q
in a quadrupole
magnet can be measured when the quadrupole strength is changed by a known amount
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Figure 4.22: Tune variation due to excitation of the back leg winding of QS12.L8 at maximum
amplitude (I
p p
= 11:9A). The harmonic tune variation is clearly visible and the amplitude can
be obtained from a fit.
where Q is the measured betatron tune change. The error on 
Q
depends both on the
precision with which k is known and Q can be measured. It was studied if this method
can be used with a sufficient precision with the k-modulation hardware at LEP.
The tune measurement at LEP is performed by the Q-meter which is described f.i.
in [Buu92]. The PLL-mode (Phase-Locked Loop) is used for a continuous measurement.
The tune changes by the modulation of the quadrupole strength are of the order of a few
10
 3
. The noise level of the Q-meter was analysed without back leg excitation and found
to be of the order of about 1:3  10 4.
The tune modulation by the excitation of the back leg winding is clearly visible in
the Q-meter measurement. Fig. 4.22 shows an example of the tune changes due to a
harmonic excitation with a frequency f = 0:8Hz of the magnet QL12.L8 with a current
of I
p p
= 11:9A during a LEP fill at 86GeV for the 108=90 phase advance optics. The
quadrupole strength is k =  0:02347m 2 for this magnet and the current in the main






is fitted to the tune values. A single error of 1:3 10 4 is attributed to the measured points.
The fit results in a value of Q = (1:8870:006) 10 3 with a relative error of 0:3% and
a 2=dof = 1:04. For magnets where the beta function and hence the tune modulation are
smaller, the relative error of the tune change will remain below a few percent. The tune
measurement provides the required accuracy.
The problem remains in the determination of the exact quadrupole strength change
k. For the offset determination this is not important since it is a minimum measurement.
The hysteresis of the magnets makes it impossible to deduce the k directly with high
precision from the applied current change I . When a small loop at a certain point of













[m] 114 91 102.5
Table 4.5: Comparison of measured beta function (neglecting effect of minor hysteresis loop)
with the theoretical average value.
the hysteresis cycle of the magnet is performed (see Fig. 4.23), the relative permeability
B=H depends on the position on the hysteresis cycle and the amplitude of H .
This effect has to be measured if one wants to exploit this method with high precision.
The measurement can easily be performed by a gradient coil which only measures the
quadrupole moment of the magnet. With the gradient coil fixed staticly inside the magnet
the current is set to a constant level and the harmonic excitation by the back leg winding
is put on. The constant bias field does not induce any voltage in the gradient coil and
the measurement gives directly the change of the quadrupole field due to the back leg
excitation. Measurements at different bias fields lead to a calibration table for the relative
permeability.
Neglecting this effect, the measurement can provide less precise information about the
beta function or relative comparison of it at different locations in the accelerator. Assum-
ing the relative permeability equal to the permeability, the beta value can be calculated
from the ratio of the current in main and back leg windings. An example of measurements
(see Table 4.5) shows that the measured values are not far from the theoretically expected.
So the relative permeability does not seem to be very different from the permeability. But
it is not possible to give the precision of the measurement until the relative permeability
is measured.
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Chapter 5
Low- insertion quadrupole movements
Although the quadrupoles are carefully aligned with a residual vertical misalignment of
150m rms before the running period starts, they can still drift and change their position
during operation, causing the orbit to change.
Since the beginning of the LEP running, large drifts of the closed orbit in the verti-
cal plane have occurred during the normal operation. Frequent orbit corrections by the
operation crew were required to avoid a loss in luminosity. On average, more than 20
corrections were made during the lifetime of a coast. The orbit in the horizontal plane is
much more stable and only very few corrections are required during a coast.
The superconducting low-beta insertion quadrupoles (QS0) were suspected to be the
source of the drifts. Their strength and the large value of the vertical beta function at
this location make the closed orbit very sensitive to any vertical mechanical movements
of these magnets. The horizontal beta function is more than 25 times smaller than the
vertical so that possible horizontal movements have a smaller influence on the orbit.
The way these magnets are supported makes it likely that they can move. They have
to be close to the interaction point in order to create the small beam sizes there. Hence,
they are mounted in a cantilever support structure which is fixed on the tunnel ground and
extends into the experimental detector. The cantilever arm is about 5m long and is not
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Figure 5.1: Support structure of a superconducting low-beta insertion quadrupole magnet (QS0)
at the right side of IP 8. The positions of the vessels for the differential pressure system described
in Section 5.2.2 are indicated.
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The layout of the interaction region at IP 2 is different from the other IPs. In addition
to the cantilever structure for the QS0, the magnets nearest to the experimental detector
(QS0, QS1A and QS1B) are supported together with the inner parts of the detector in a
32m long support tube. The tube is sustained at both ends by motorised jacks to enable
automatic positioning of the tube by a control system [Mar89b]. This tube can be an
additional source of movements.
The vertical orbit correction was the most frequent operation during physics fills.
In 1994, a total of 13 222 vertical corrections were done while preparing for, or during
physics data taking [Col95]. The frequency of the orbit corrector magnets used for the
corrections showed that the correctors near QS12 and QS8 in the experimental straight
sections were by far the most popular correctors.
These correctors have a betatron phase advance of n (n = integer) to the low-beta
insertion quadrupole magnets (QS0). It was believed that the drifts originate from the
QS0 magnets and the MICADO correction algorithm favoured these correctors since the
correctors near the QS0 were disabled to avoid local orbit bumps at the IP [Bur95, Col95].
The orbit correction strategy was changed during the 1995 operation period. Afterwards,
the majority of orbit corrections were made with the correctors close to the QS0 magnets
[Wen96]. This gave strong evidence for the QS0 magnets being the source of the drifts
and initiated this analysis.
Orbit movements caused by low-beta insertion quadrupoles have also been reported
from other accelerators [End95, Moo95].
5.1 Implications from the beam optics
The superconducting low-beta quadrupoles are vertically focusing and are operated at
a quadrupole strength (k =  0:16m 2) 10 times larger than other magnets in LEP in
order to obtain small beam sizes at the interaction points. In addition, the vertical beta
function has its maximum at the location of the QS0s. It is close to 400m for the optics
for colliding beams with a squeezed 
y
= 5 cm at the IP.
A misplacement of a single magnet by y
Q
= 10m creates an angular orbit kick of
about 3:2rad. This leads to an orbit oscillation with rms pickup readings of more than

y
= 400m for the squeezed optics with 
y
= 5 cm (see Fig. 5.2). For the injection
optics with 
y
= 10 cm the same misalignment results in 
y
 280m. A 10m vertical
misalignment of a vertically focusing or defocusing quadrupole magnet of the regular
FODO structure in the arc only results in an orbit change 
y
of 23 and 15m, respectively.
If the orbit is not corrected, the QS0 misalignment of 10m leads to a vertical disper-
sion of 2:7 cm rms. Vertical dispersion can increase the vertical beam size and results in
a decrease of luminosity.
The beta function is symmetric around the interaction points, and the vertical phase
advance between the two magnets of each low-beta quadrupole pair is nearly . This
causes that the effect on the closed orbit nearly cancels if both magnets move by the
same amount in the same direction, as it can be seen from Eq. 2.23. An orbit kick on
one side is corrected by a kick of the same size on the other side. A common movement
of y
Q
= 10m for both QS0s results in a rms orbit change of only 
y
= 8m (see
Fig. 5.3). This implies that coherent movements of both magnets are difficult to detect in
the closed orbit measurements in the presence of small measurement errors.
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Figure 5.2: Vertical closed orbit due to 10m misalignment of one low-beta quadrupole (QS0.R2)
for the squeezed optics (m05p80_v2) with 
y
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Figure 5.3: Vertical closed orbit due to 10m common misalignment of a low-beta quadrupole
pair (QS0.L2 and QS0.R2) for the squeezed optics with 90=60 phase advance and 
y
= 5 cm
(note the different scale compared to Fig. 5.2). The rms of the pickup readings is only 0:008mm,
more than 50 times smaller than in the case of a single misaligned QS0.
The reason for the large difference between a movement of a single QS0 and a pair
can also be understood in a slightly simplified more figurative picture. When one QS0
quadrupole moves, one additional orbit kick is created (see Fig. 5.4). The kick is in a
region where the beta function is large and transforms into a large orbit excursion (see
Eq. 2.23).
When both magnets of a QS0 pair move in common, the kicks in the orbit nearly
cancel (see Fig. 5.5). The effect on the beam is a parallel displacement. An orbit excur-
sion transforms to other locations in the accelerator scaled by the square root of the beta
function. Since the beta function has its maximum at the location of the QS0 magnets,
the effect is smaller in the rest of the machine.
The actual effect on the closed orbit is a bump at the interaction point between the
low-beta quadrupole pair which is not completely closed. This is shown for the case of
IP 2 in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: A displacement of a single QS0 quadrupole magnet results in a kick in the closed
orbit. The beta function at this location is large. Therefore, the kick creates a large orbit distortion.
Figure 5.5: A common displacement of a QS0 quadrupole pair leads to a cancellation of the
closed orbit kicks. Only a displacement of the beam remains which has a smaller influence on the
closed orbit.



















Figure 5.6: Vertical closed orbit around IP 2 due to 10m common misalignment of the low-beta
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magnet QS0.R2 QS0.R4 QS0.R6 QS0.R8
corrector CVB.QS1B.R2 CVC.QS0.R4 CVC.QS0.R6 CVC.QS0.R8
optic y’ [rad] y’ [rad] y’ [rad] y’ [rad]
m05p80_v2 3.940 3.443 3.453 3.445
m10p80_v2 3.942 3.430 3.454 3.443
n0520p97_v2 3.898 3.427 3.419 3.427
n1020p97_v2 3.899 3.467 3.430 3.467
y0525f92_v1 3.857 3.584 3.374 3.584
y1025f92_v1 3.870 3.596 3.386 3.596
Table 5.1: Orbit correction kick for  10m misalignment of a QS0 magnet for different optics.
The movements of a single QS0 can be easily detected in the closed orbit. The
misalignment and orbit correction were simulated with MAD [Gro90]. A 10m mis-
alignment of a QS0 which causes about 400m rms orbit change can be corrected with
only one corrector magnet to 2 to 5m rms. Table 5.1 shows the strength of the correction
kick for different optics. The correction kicks for the squeezed physics optics (
y
= 5 cm,
optics name like x05. . . ) and injection optics (
y
= 10 cm, optics name like x10. . . ) differ
by only up to 1%. The difference between the 90/60 phase advance optics (n. . . , m. . . )
and the 108/90 phase advance optics (y. . . ) is only 4%.
In the presence of small measurement errors it is impossible to distinguish which
magnet of a QS0 pair moved. A magnet on one side moving downwards or the one on
the other side moving upwards nearly have the same effect. So the orbit correction based
on the BPM readings has some ambiguity. A correction on the wrong side creates a
nearly closed symmetrical ’-bump’ at the IP, very similar to a common movement of the
magnet pair. Fig. 5.7 shows the local orbit around the IP.
Both common displacement of a low-beta magnet pair and individual movement with
correction on the wrong side lead to a change of the orbit position at the IP. A 10m
movement causes a transverse displacement of the IP of about 14m. This cannot be
seen in the orbit measurement since no orbit monitors are between the two QS0s, and
the perturbations outside this region are too small to be seen in the noise of the orbit
measurement.
Large movements are problematic since the knowledge of the transverse position of
the interaction region inside the experimental detector is important for the event analysis.
It is useful to identify b (bottom) quarks taking advantage of their relatively long lifetime
( 1:5 ps). The distance between the primary vertex at the IP and the secondary vertex
where the b quark decays is longer than for lighter quarks. Knowledge of the primary
vertex improves the performance of the selection of the b quarks (b-tagging).
The secondary vertex can be reconstructed from tracks in vertex and tracking cham-
bers. For LEP I with a high rate of events from Z decays, the primary vertex could be
reconstructed from the distribution of extrapolated tracks with a precision of typically

x
 20m and 
y
 10m every few minutes.
At LEP II, the cross section decreases and the statistics is not high enough to reach the
desired precision for the primary vertex reconstruction. Alternative methods of determin-
ing the beam position become important. The position at the IP can be extrapolated from
orbit measurements. But common movement of a QS0 quadrupole pair which can not be
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Figure 5.7: Vertical closed orbit around IP 2 due to 10m misalignment of the low-beta quadru-
pole QS0.L2 and orbit correction using the corrector near QS0.R2 for the squeezed optics with
90/60 degrees phase advance and 
y
= 5 cm. The orbit is very similar to the orbit for a common
displacement of the low-beta quadrupole pair in Fig. 5.6.
detected in the orbit leads to a change in the beam spot position. Hence the QS0 positions
have to be monitored and taken into account in the extrapolation. A more detailed report
on this topic can be found in [Hol96].
The movement of the low-beta quadrupole magnets is also important for the polar-
ization. The level of polarization strongly depends on the vertical closed orbit. Already
small movements of the QS0 magnets lead to significant orbit changes and can increase
the strength of the depolarizing Fourier components. Fig. 5.8 shows the change in the
Fourier components for the orbit change caused by a QS0 movement of 10m for an
optic which was commonly used for polarization studies. Some of the Fourier amplitudes
are very strong where the particular strength originates in the symmetry of LEP [Kou88].
This would lead to a drastic reduction of the polarization level (see Fig. 2.8) when the spin
tune of the machine is close to one of these strong integer resonances. It is clear that any
orbit movements during polarization measurements have to be avoided. A LEP optic with
the low-beta quadrupole magnets off was specially designed for polarization [Uyt97].
5.2 Hardware for position monitoring
Different systems have been implemented to measure the variations of the positions of the
low-beta quadrupole magnets. There are
 Hydrostatic Levelling Systems (HLS)
 a differential pressure system
 potentiometer based systems.
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Figure 5.8: Strength of the depolarizing Fourier components of the vertical orbit for an uncor-
rected movement of 10m of a low-beta quadrupole (QS0.R8). The results are for a 90/60 degrees
phase advance optics with 
y




















Figure 5.9: a) HLS vessel with separate connecting tubes for water and air. b) HLS vessel with a
connecting tube partially filled with water. A capacitive sensor measures the distance from the top
to the water level in both types.
5.2.1 Hydrostatic Levelling Systems
The hydrostatic levelling system used at LEP is a commercially available system [Fog].
It consists of vessels with capacitance-based hydrostatic sensors and temperature sensors
connected by communicating tubes. Two different types of vessels are used (see Fig. 5.9):
One type has connections for separate water and air circuits where the water tubes are
completely filled with water. The other type has a connection for one tube which is only
partially filled with water. A fungicidal additive is added to the water in the circuit. The
vessels are placed at different locations on the magnets, support girder and the tunnel
ground. Hence relative changes in the height of the vessels can be detected.
The capacitive sensor in the top of the vessel detects the changes in the capacity with
different water level in the container. The individual vessels with their electronics are
carefully calibrated. They are equipped with PT100 temperature sensors to compensate
for variations in the specific mass of the water with temperature. Polynomials of third or
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Figure 5.10: Measurement error caused by temperature difference
fourth order are applied to correct for nonlinearities of the electronics. The measurements
of the water level in the vessels reach a resolution of the order of 0:2m over their range
of 5mm.
The precision of the hydrostatic levelling system is limited by effects of thermally
caused density differences of the water. The changing density alters the hydrostatic
pressure. The temperature is only measured at some points of the circuit between the
vessels. So all non-horizontal parts of the tubes introduce a measurement uncertainty z
due to the unknown temperature difference T (see Fig. 5.10). A vertical tube of height
h with a temperature difference T creates a pressure difference p between points in
the vessels A and B which are at the same height as







with g = 9:81m=s2. @=@T =  206g=(cm3K) at T = 20 C,  257g=(cm3K) at
T = 25

C and  300g=(cm3K) at T = 30 C. This implies that a height difference
h=1 cm at T =20 C causes z = 2m=K. It is obvious that the height variations in the
connecting tubes and the temperature differences have to be kept very small.
For this reason it is very appealing to use horizontal tubes which are partially filled
with water. The water level adjusts itself horizontally and no height differences are
present.
An alternative solution for the operation can be used in the case of unavoidable height
differences in the tubes. Valves in the connecting tubes close to the measurement vessels
can separate these from the connecting tube network. First, water from a large reservoir is
circulated in the tubes until the water temperature is fairly homogeneous. After the water
circulation is stopped, the valves are opened again. After a short waiting time, oscillations
in the tubes are damped and measurements can be taken until the temperature differences
become too important again. Hence this type of system can not be used for continuous
measurements.
The first HLS system was installed in the shutdown 1994/95 at one of the experimental
interaction points (IP 8). It consisted of 8 vessels connected by non-horizontal tubes with
a possibility to circulate the water. The vessels were placed on positions on the supports
for the QS1 and the tunnel ground (see Appendix B.2). No sensor was installed on the
QS0. A separate system measured the position of the QS0 relative to the end of the
support structure at IP 8 (see Section 5.2.2).
The layout of the HLS was changed in order to minimise temperature effects and
to measure in particular the position of the QS0 (see Fig. 5.11). This scheme was im-
plemented at IP 2, 4 and 6 for the 1996 running period, and at IP 8 for 1997. On each
side of the interaction point, there is a system with four measurement vessels on the
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Figure 5.11: Schematic view of the low-beta insertion around an experimental detector. The
layout of IP 2 is slightly more complicated since the inner magnets (QS0, QS1) and the inner parts
of the detector are mounted in a support tube (not shown).
Figure 5.12: Schematic view of the hydrostatic levelling system installation at IP 2, 4 and 6. The
layout of IP 8 was modified like this for the 1997 running period. The locations of vessels P8 and
P9 are slightly different for the various interaction points (see Appendix B.2).
support for the QS0 and the next closest magnets (QS1A and QS1B). It has horizontal
connecting tubes partially filled with water. Since the water level is horizontal, local
temperature differences do not introduce any significant measurement error. It is not
needed to circulate the water in these systems.
A different system of communicating vessels is connecting the supports and the
ground on both sides of a detector. It was not possible to install the tubes in a horizontal
plane and the precision is limited by temperature effects. Valves can disconnect the
vessels from the communicating tubes, and the water can be circulated to homogenise
the temperature. A sketch of the locations and numbering of the different probes can be
seen in Fig. 5.12. Due to space restrictions, the location of the individual vessels slightly
differ for the different IPs. The detailed layouts are given in Appendix B.2.
The HLS systems with this new layout became fully operational at IP 4 and 6 in the
beginning of 1996 LEP operation, IP 2 after the October technical stop for the 86GeV
period and IP 8 in 1997. The measured position and temperature values are logged in the
LEP measurement database. A description of the tables can be found in Appendix B.1.







Figure 5.13: Differential pressure sensor and layout of the installation.
5.2.2 Differential pressure system
A differential pressure system was the first device that measured the position of the QS0
quadrupole magnets at IP 8. The system monitors the height variations between the QS0
magnet and the external end of the support structure (see Fig. 5.1). The system, as shown
in Fig. 5.13, is based on a differential pressure sensor detecting pressure differences at the
two sides of a diaphragm between AC operated coils. Eddy current losses in the target
between the coils make the apparent inductance of each coil change when the diaphragm
moves. Two reservoirs are connected to the pressure sensor with a bypass valve in parallel
to equilibrate the system. The reservoirs are connected by an air tube to assure the same
pressure at the water surface. The system is similar to a system used for the L3 experiment
support tube described in more detail in [Mar89a].
The bypass valve is closed during operation and the height variations between the
reservoirs result in a change of the hydrostatic pressure. This moves the diaphragm and
allows to calculate the magnitude of the height variation. Temperature differences in the
vertical parts of the water circuit limit the precision of the system like for the hydrostatic
levelling system. The tubes connecting the reservoirs to the sensor have some vertical
parts with height differences of about 40 cm.
5.2.3 Potentiometer based system
Potentiometer based position sensors monitor the position of the QS0 magnets at IP 4 and
IP 8 [Sch95, Cam95]. They had been installed by the experiments to extrapolate the colli-
sion vertex position from closed orbit measurements for b-tagging. At IP 8, they measure
the position of the DELPHI luminosity calorimeter attached at the QS0 magnets relative
to the main detector. The similar system at IP 4 monitors movements between the QS0
supports and reference surfaces on the ALEPH main detector. These pin potentiometer
systems have an intrinsic resolution of a few micron.
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Figure 5.14: Movement of one low-beta quadrupole magnet (QS0.R4, difference between vessel
P9 and P11) (top), the temperature measured at the support of this magnet (middle) and LEP beam
energy (bottom) during a period of three days starting on Nov 1st 1996, 0:00. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the end of the ramp to collision energy.
5.3 Observed movements
The movements were first monitored with the potentiometer based systems and the differ-
ential pressure system at IP 8. During the 1995 LEP operation period, these measurements
were taken systematically for the first time. The results of this initial analysis of the
observed movements and their correlation to orbit drifts can be found in [Tec96].
The movements show a very characteristic pattern in time. In general, this pattern is
nearly identical for all QS0 magnets. An example measured by the hydrostatic levelling
system is shown in Fig. 5.14. The relative movements between different parts of the
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IP QS0.L [m] QS0.R [m] diff. [m]
2 60 100 50
4 100 130 70
6 80 80 20
8 70 60 40
Table 5.2: Typical amplitude of the vertical QS0 movements in the last period of the 1996 running.
The last column shows the amplitude of the differential movement of a quadrupole pair.
support structure which are on the tunnel ground are small compared to the movement of
the cantilever part with the QS0 magnet.
The movements are clearly driven by local temperature variations. Fig. 5.14 also
shows the temperature measured at the HLS vessel P10 on the support. The movement
is well correlated with the temperature changes. When the temperature rises, the magnet
starts moving downwards. After a few hours, the magnet reaches an equilibrium position.
The amplitude of the movement is up to 140m for this magnet. Though the movements
show the same pattern, the amplitude is slightly different, as seen in Table 5.2. The
amplitude of the differential movement of a QS0 magnet pair, which is causing strong
orbit drifts, is in general smaller since the temperature changes are similar on both sides.
The temperature changes are mainly caused by the operation cycle of LEP which
is shown in the lower plot in Fig. 5.14. The temperature starts rising after LEP has been
ramped to higher energy and decreases again when the current in the magnets is set back to
injection level or switched off. The temperature at the end of the cantilever support inside
the experimental detector changes usually by less than 0:2C due to the good cooling
there. At other parts of the support, the variations are of the order of 1C.
The temperature rise can be understood by the higher current heating up the current
feed-throughs which traverse the support. The time constant of the thermally driven
movements is of the order of a few hours. It is obvious from Fig. 5.14 that a short refilling
time keeps the amplitude of the movements smaller. The largest drifts occur between long
periods of injection and collision energy.
5.4 Correlation of orbit drifts and quadrupole move-
ments
After the movements of the low-beta insertion quadrupole magnets had been observed,
it remained to be studied which contribution to the vertical orbit drifts comes from these
magnets.
5.4.1 Orbit analysis
The data from orbit measurements during physics fills was analysed off-line to examine
the correlation between the orbit drifts and the mechanical movements. The analysis only
uses orbit measurements during stable conditions for data taking by the experimental
detectors. This minimises the effects from any changes of the machine settings other than
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orbit corrections. The first orbit measurement after the physics experiments start taking
data is taken as a reference for each fill.
The orbits of electrons and positrons are separated at some locations to avoid un-
wanted collisions outside the experimental detectors. This causes orbit excursions large
compared to places where the particles are not separated. To prevent any possible effect
from these locally large values on the global analysis, the average orbit of electrons and
positrons was used for all studies.
Some BPM readings from the orbit acquisition can show unphysically large values.



















The orbit movements during a fill originate from two sources:
 orbit drifts from magnet movements
 orbit corrections and changes by the operator.
The manual changes have to be eliminated in the analysis in order to study the drifts. For





























where the sum is taken over all vertical correctors. 
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position monitors, respectively. This procedure removes the effects of corrector magnets
used for orbit corrections. The difference of two bare orbits shows the orbit changes from
other sources than corrector magnets. Hence, this represents the orbit drifts that would
have occurred without any orbit corrections being done.
The bare orbit is calculated for all subsequent orbits, and the difference y
i
to the
reference bare orbit is evaluated. In some cases, individual difference values are very
large compared to the rms due to problems in the orbit acquisition. They are excluded









. The rms difference of the bare orbits 
y
is then computed in the regular
FODO structure in the arcs.
An example of the movements during a fill is given in Fig. 5.15. Orbit drifts up to
more than 3 millimetre (compared to a typical residual vertical rms of about 500m)
would appear during a fill of several hours without orbit correction. The strongest drifts
usually happen at the beginning of the fill and reach a stable position later, analogous to
the movements of the low-beta magnets. Occasionally, large drifts occur at a later time
during the fill.
The maximum of the rms orbit change 
y
during each fill was analysed as a function
of the fill length for the 1996 running period. Fig. 5.16 shows that the amplitude of
the orbit drift is increasing until a fill length of about 6 hours and does not increase
significantly further for longer fills. The typical amplitude of the orbit change was about
1:5mm rms for fills longer than 4 hours.
The closed orbit if all correction magnets were switched off.
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Figure 5.15: Rms difference of bare orbits during a physics fill (# 3677) relative to the first physics
orbit. The orbit drifts would add up to more than 3mm without correction. A typical vertical orbit
has a residual rms of about 500m. The orbit change can be corrected with only 4 QS0 corrector
magnets to below 0:4mm.
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Figure 5.16: Maximum of the rms orbit change 
y
during a fill as a function of the fill length.
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Figure 5.17: Size of the calculated orbit correction kicks y0 at the four IPs for a period in
Oct./Nov. 1996. The mean kick amplitude was IP 2: 2:5rad, IP 4: 5:5rad, IP 6: 2:1rad and
IP 8: 3:6rad.
If the QS0 magnets are the source of the drifts then it should be possible to correct
most of the effect with only one orbit corrector magnet per IP. The difference orbit
is corrected with the COCU package [Bra90] using the MICADO algorithm [Aut73].
Only one of the two corrector magnets close to a QS0 at each experimental interaction
point was enabled for the orbit correction (CVB.QS1B.R2, CVC.QS0.R4, CVC.QS0.R6,
CVC.QS0.R8). The results showed that this correction is very effective, taking away
about 70–90% of the orbit movements (Fig. 5.15, 5.16). This proves that the main con-
tribution to the orbit drifts originates in the movements of the low-beta magnets. The
residual orbit change, which can not be corrected by the 4 QS0 correctors, stays below
0:5mm. This can come from the common movements of the QS0 quadrupoles and from
other sources.
The evolution of the calculated correction kicks y0 for the 4 interaction points from
the orbit correction was analysed and compared to the differential movements of the QS0
magnets. The correction kicks y0 should be proportional to the differential movement
y. This was examined for the different interaction points.
Fig. 5.17 shows the size of the calculated orbit correction kicks at the four interaction
points during Oct./Nov. 1996. The largest corrections are needed at IP 4 which is also
the interaction point with the largest differential QS0 movements (see Table 5.2). The
smallest movements and kicks are at IP 6.
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Figure 5.18: Differential movements of the QS0 quadrupole magnet pair at IP 4 during one day.
There is no direct measurement of the differential movements of a QS0 pair by the
hydrostatic levelling system. All HLS measurements are relative and have no absolute
reference point. The measurement vessels on the QS0 magnets (P8 and P9) are not
directly connected to each other. So the two local HLS systems on both sides of the IP
and the connecting HLS have to be combined. The best representation of the differential
movement of a QS0 pair had to be found empirically.
It was tried to calculate the differential movement including the measured height vari-
ations between vessels P2 and P3 which link the two sides of the IP. This was compared
at IP 4 with the potentiometer data measuring the QS0 movements relative to the exper-
imental detector as a reference. An example for the movements during a day is shown
in Fig. 5.18. The measurements by the position sensitive potentiometers show a bigger
noise than the HLS data. The correlation between potentiometer and HLS data was not




was included. This indicates that the connecting
HLS system with vertical parts is strongly influenced by temperature variations.
Assuming that the support structures on the tunnel ground do not move relative to




can be neglected. In that case, only HLS vessels with
horizontal connecting tubes are used which are not sensitive to the temperature variations.
This results in a much better correlation. A comparison with the necessary orbit correction
kick at this point confirmed this result.
It can be concluded that the movements between the supports on both sides of the IP
which are on the tunnel ground at IP 4, 6 and 8 are relatively small on the timescale of a
few days. The precision of the HLS system connecting the supports on both sides of the
IP is limited belowO(10)m and does not improve the correlation. Circulating the water
would not allow continuous measurements, so this HLS was not used in further analysis.
At IP 2, 4 and 6, the differential movements of the vessels P8 and P9 were examined
relative to various reference points among the vessels P5 to P7 and P10 to P12, respec-
tively. This movement was compared to the calculated correction kick y0. Fig. 5.19
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Figure 5.19: Example of the differential mechanical movement of a QS0 pair (top left), the cal-
culated orbit correction kick (top right) and their correlation (bottom) at IP 4 during a fill (# 3677)
with large quadrupole movements.
shows an example. Usually, the correlation is very good with linear correlation coeffi-
cients  > 0:9 when a large differential movement of more than a few m occurred.
When the movement was smaller, the correlation was worse. This can be understood
since both the precision of the HLS is limited and the correction kick from the orbit
analysis has a certain error. Consequently, fills with large movements were selected for
a detailed study of correlation. The error of the HLS system with horizontal connection
tubes was estimated from the scatter to be about O(1)m.









The reference points for the installation on both sides are not exactly symmetrical and
introducing a scaling factor between the measured movements on both sides was also








) gave better results than the difference
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At both IP 4 and IP 6, the difference between the vessels on the same side of the
support (see Appendix B.2) gave the best correlation. This indicates that there could also
be a small tilt movement due to the temperature effects.
At IP 8, the differential pressure system was compared to the potentiometer based
system. (The HLS system in the configuration until beginning of 1997 did not measure
the position of the QS0 magnets.) The differential pressure system has height differences
of about 40 cm in the connecting tubes. So the necessary temperature correction is of the
order of 80m/C. Since the temperature is not measured at all points of the tubes, the
precision of the temperature correction is not sufficient. The correlation of the differential
movement to the orbit correction kick is still surprisingly good since the movement is
also based on the temperature changes. Even though the temperature correction of the
differential pressure system was studied in comparison to the potentiometers, the best cor-
relation between kicks and differential movement was still obtained by the potentiometer
system. Averaging the two vertical potentiometer probes on each side of the IP gave the









After the modification of the HLS at IP 8 for the 1997 operation period, the HLS data









The analysis at IP 2 could be started after the October technical stop in 1996. The
movements are more complex, since both the support tube and the girders for the QS0









was usually well correlated to the calculated orbit correction kick. Nevertheless, the cor-
relation was in some cases worse compared to other interaction points. This is attributed
to movements of the support tube.
The proportionality factors between the observed movements and calculated orbit cor-
rection kicks were computed for most of the fills with physics data taking. Fig. 5.20 shows
an example of the factors calculated for IP 4. The factors for all different IPs are shown
in Appendix B.3. No differentiation for the different optics is made since the calculated
correction kicks for a given misalignment differ by only a few percent (see Table 5.1).
The error bars are obtained from the error of the HLS system only. No uncertainty of the
calculated correction kick was included.
Only fills with large integrated correction kicks were used for the analysis. This
threshold was set to y0 = 8rad for IP 4, y0 = 5rad for IP 2 and IP 8 and y0 =
2:5rad for IP 6 where the movements were usually smallest.
The weighted mean was computed by a constant value fit. For IP 4, 6 and 8, the mean
values are all (y0=y)
IP 4;6;8
= 0:29rad=m with 2=dof of about 2–3. The value of

2 is not surprising since the error of the calculated kick was not taken into account. The
actual error on the calculated slope is slightly larger than the one used for the fit. An error
on the correction kick can be caused by orbit drifts from other sources which are partially
corrected by the QS0 correctors.
The obtained proportionality factors are in good agreement with the theoretical value
of (y0=y)
th
= 0:34rad=m taking into account the geometry of the HLS installation.
The vessels are fixed at the end of the cantilever structure. Their movements are larger
than the movements of the centre of the QS0 magnets, leading to a smaller factor.
The spread of the calculated factor is larger for IP 2 compared to the other IPs. The
mean value is (y0=y)
IP 2
= 0:23rad=m, smaller than expected. It should have been
about 10 % larger than (y0=y)
IP 4;6;8
(compare Table 5.1). The support tube at this IP
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Figure 5.20: Proportionality factors between the observed movements and calculated orbit cor-
rection kicks at IP 4. The factors are shown as a function of the fill for the 1996 and 1997 running
periods. Only fills where the calculated kick exceeded y0 = 8rad are shown.
can move and cause unobserved movements between the reference points. This results in
a worse correlation and a larger spread for the calculated factors.
5.5 Orbit correction system
The mechanical measurements of y can be used to correct the orbit and keep the drifts
small. The necessary orbit correction kick y0 can be calculated from the proportionality
factors (y0=y) and the QS0 movements y.
The hydrostatic levelling systems with horizontal connecting tubes on the supports are
used for the measurements at IP 2, 4 and 6. At IP 8, the potentiometer system was used
until end of 1996 because of the better correlation. From 1997 on, the HLS was used at
all interaction points.
A software system was developed which reads the actual QS0 positions measured by
the HLS or potentiometer system from the LEP measurement database. The differential
position of a QS0 pair is calculated according to the procedure which gave the best corre-
lation in the previous section. The instantaneous difference is taken as the reference when
the program is started. The system calculates the difference every minute and determines
the differential movements. The necessary orbit correction kicks are computed with the
proportionality factor for each QS0 pair. A correction kick is sent to the orbit correction
coil whenever it exceeds a certain threshold. This threshold was set to 0:3rad which
corresponds to a differential movement of about 1m or a orbit drift of about 40m rms.
Some features were included for the security of the system. When the rms spread
of the HLS reading is too large, the data is ignored and no correction sent. A threshold
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Figure 5.21: Example of the feedback during a fill (# 3706) with untypical movements. The
correction kicks sent by the feedback are compared to the corrections calculated from the off-line
orbit analysis. Every dot corresponds to an orbit acquired by the operator.
for a maximum possible correction kick is set to prevent beam loss by an eventual false
position reading.
The system is used during data taking by the experiments to keep the orbit stable. It
was not used during the accumulation of particles in LEP since it is not necessary to have
a very good orbit quality. During the acceleration and the squeezing process, it cannot
be used since the orbit correctors do not take any commands except the preprogrammed
ramp.
The system has been running very successfully from the end of the 1996 running
period of LEP. An example of the correction trims during a fill is given in Fig. 5.21. The
correction trims send during the fill by the system correspond very well to the necessary
kicks calculated by the off-line orbit analysis. The potentiometer system at IP 8 used at
that time shows a bigger noise which causes more trims to be sent. But it is capable of
tracking the long term movements well.
Fig. 5.22 shows the evolution of the rms of the vertical orbit readings during this
fill. The vertical orbit rms remains small for periods where no orbits were acquired by
the operator and no orbit corrections other than from the QS0 system were made. The
vertical orbit without correction would have drifted by 2mm rms in this fill.
The system is compensating well for the movements of the orbit. Up to 70   90%
of the drifts are corrected. Only very few additional orbit corrections are needed. So the
number of orbit corrections that had to be made by the operator is significantly reduced.
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Figure 5.22: Rms value of the vertical orbit readings during a fill (# 3706).
5.6 Corrector Reload
The information of the QS0 position has another application. Best reproducible luminos-
ity performance at LEP is obtained using orbits as a reference which gave high luminosity
and low background (“Golden Orbit”). This is best and fastest achieved by reloading
previously stored set of corrector excitations. Experience showed, however, that there is
some risk of beam loss due to the corrector reload.
As the previous analysis has shown, the effect of the changing position of the QS0
magnets can result in rms orbit differences up to 
y
= 3 to 4mm. The QS0 positions
can be very different for the storage and reload time of the corrector excitations. The set of
corrector excitations contains implicitly the correction for the QS0 positions. Reloading
the corrector settings for different QS0 positions can thus result in an orbit with excursions
of several millimetres. This can cause the beam loss.
The measurements of the QS0 positions can be used to decrease this risk significantly.
Whenever a set of corrector excitations is reloaded, the position of the QS0 magnets at
storage and reload time are compared and the difference computed. Using the correlations
from Section 5.4.1, the necessary correction kick can be calculated and incorporated in
the corrector reload.
An experiment was performed at the end of a fill (Fill #3792). Previously stored
corrector setting of the preceding days were restored including the calculated correction
kick from the QS0 position differences. All orbits after reload showed a reasonably
small vertical excursions. The results are summarised in Table 5.3. Figure 5.23 shows
an example of the vertical closed orbit readings after reload.
The orbit that would have resulted from the reload without the QS0 correction was
calculated. An example is given in Fig. 5.24. In all cases, the orbit excursion was
significantly larger with a maximum of 3:7mm rms.
The incorporation of the difference of the QS0 positions in the vertical corrector reload
results in a significantly better closed orbit and hence a smaller risk of beam loss.
The hydrostatic levelling system works well on the timescale of days. It still remains
to be tested if the reproducibility stays as good on the timescale of weeks or months.
Slower ground motion could change the relative position of the two support structures
which is not taken into account for the correction. But the reload with the QS0 correction
should be still better than without because it corrects for part of the total movements.
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[mm] [rad] [rad] [rad] [rad] [mm]
3761 19:40 :37 0.665 2:5  26:7 2:5  6:7 3.656
3762 09:56 :59 0.584 3:6  27:4 1:2 2:4 3.582
3762 11:26 :03 0.611 2:8  26:0 1:3 3:0 2.162
3787 09:23 :50 0.764  0:1  14:0 2:4  4:2 2.335
Table 5.3: Orbit corrector reload experiment. Fill # is of the fill where the set of corrector excita-
tion was stored, 
y;cor
the vertical rms orbit after reload including the calculated correction kick
y
0 from the QS0 position differences. 
y;sim
is the vertical rms orbit that would have resulted
from a orbit reload without the QS0 correction.
Figure 5.23: BPM readings of the vertical closed orbit after reload of a set of corrector excitations
including QS0 correction. The rms is 0:67mm.
Figure 5.24: Simulated BPM readings of the vertical closed orbit after reload of a set of corrector




Two new methods have been developed and implemented at LEP to improve the orbit
determination and stability:
– A beam based alignment method which measures the offsets between beam position
monitors and quadrupole magnets.
– An orbit feedback system based on measurements of the mechanical positions of
particular quadrupoles.
The beam based alignment relies on the focusing properties of the quadrupole magnets.
The field strength of individual quadrupoles is modulated at low frequencies. This in-
duces orbit oscillations when the beam is not centred in the magnet. The amplitude is
proportional to the distance from the magnetic axis. The orbit oscillations are measured
for different beam positions in the quadrupole. The offset of the adjacent beam position
monitor is deduced from the minimum oscillation amplitude. Simultaneous measure-
ments with different frequencies are performed.
Quadrupole magnets that are connected in series were equipped with additional (back
leg) windings for individual modulation. The coupling to the main winding limits the
useful excitation frequency range to below 2–3Hz. The small excitation amplitudes of
k=k < 10
 3 allow measurements during operation with colliding beams without affect-
ing the LEP performance. The excitation and measurements are synchronised, therefore
the calculated phase provides additional information.
A harmonic analysis of the induced orbit oscillation is performed. It makes the cal-
culation of its amplitude independent of the frequency and more precise when compared
to an FFT. The convolution of the beam position data with a windowing function signifi-
cantly reduces the spectral leakage. This avoids cross-talk between nearby measurement
frequencies. The choice of the Hamming window permits a frequency spacing of 0:1Hz.
The dense frequency spacing allows the modulation of up to 16 quadrupole magnets by
back leg windings simultaneously, being limited only by the number of power converters.
The method is feasible in the presence of orbit drifts and oscillations from other
sources. Cuts on orbit position changes and the amplitude of the lowest frequency com-
ponents reduce the effects from orbit drifts and corrections. The difference between the
known excitation frequency and the detected one allows the rejection of measurements
perturbed by parasitic oscillations.
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Offset determinations were initially relying on orbit drifts. Local closed orbit bumps
at the location of the quadrupole under modulation have been used to ensure a successful
measurement when the orbit variations were not sufficient.
The offsets measured at LEP depend on the BPM read-out electronics and the magnet
type. The superconducting low-beta insertion quadrupoles have the largest offsets. For
the LEP I superconducting magnets, the offsets were up to  2mm with a mean value of
 1:18mm. The new superconducting magnets for LEP II show offsets up to 1mm with
a mean of  0:58mm. The BPM electronics also contribute to these offsets which vary
for different particle types and gain settings. The offsets for normal conducting magnets
with the same wide band BPM electronics are notably smaller. The distribution of these
offsets has a mean of  0:08mm with an rms spread of 0:38mm.
The offsets for normal conducting quadrupoles with narrow band BPM electronics,
as for most of the BPMs, are smaller than for the wide band type. The mean offset is
 0:03mm with a spread of 0:24mm. These offsets are not very large when compared
to the typical vertical orbit excursion of 0:5mm rms for luminosity operation. However,
they are extremely important for polarization studies where the orbit is corrected to below
0:25mm rms.
The impact of the BPM offsets on the achievable polarization level has been studied in
simulations. It has been shown that the offsets are particularly important for the correction
of depolarizing orbit resonances by Harmonic Spin Matching.
A precise energy measurement at LEP is based on the spin polarization. A level of
4–5% is required for the energy calibration. The strength of the depolarizing resonances
grows with the energy. The polarization level is not sufficient for a direct determination
of the beam energy for operation above the W-threshold. Measurements at lower energies
have to be extrapolated. The BPM offset calibration increases the probability of obtain-
ing polarization at higher energies. The error on the W mass can thus be reduced by
shortening the lever arm for the extrapolation.
The offset determination method can be used for the LHC. Nearly all quadrupoles
will be superconducting without direct optical reference to the magnetic centre. Beam
based calibration of the BPMs is the only method of verifying the desired alignment. The
method described in this work is particularly interesting because of its minor distortion
of the beam. A proposal for the excitation of the LHC quadrupoles and first tests are
described in [Der96].
The orbit of LEP is slowly drifting in the vertical plane. Without frequent orbit
corrections, the drifts would add up to several millimetres during a filling cycle. The
vertical orbit motion has been clearly attributed to movements of the low-beta insertion
quadrupoles (QS0). They are installed on cantilever support structures. Thermal effects
related to the operation cycle of LEP make their position change. The height variations
are continuously monitored by different Hydrostatic Levelling Systems. The precision of
the HLS is limited by thermal effects changing the density of the water. Measurements
by HLS installations with height differences in the connecting tubes have shown an error
of at leastO(10)m and are not used for this application. The other type of HLS systems
with horizontal tubes, partially filled with water, has a much better precision of O(1)m.
Closed orbits of LEP have been analysed to study the correlation between mechanical
and orbit motion in detail. The analysis has shown that the drifts can be sufficiently
Large Hadron Collider [LHC95]
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corrected with four orbit corrector magnets close to the low-beta insertion quadrupoles.
The necessary correction kicks are proportional to the differential movements of the qua-
drupole pair at the respective interaction points. The proportionality factors have been
computed from the orbit studies and correspond to results from simulations.
A feedback system based on the HLS measurements has been developed to stabilise
the vertical orbit. The orbit correction system calculates the four orbit correction kicks
and sends them whenever they exceed a certain threshold. The threshold corresponds to
1m differential quadrupole movement or an rms orbit change of 40m. Since the end
of 1996, the system has been successfully used during operation for data taking by the
experimental detectors. The system reduces the orbit drifts due to the QS0 movements
by about an order of magnitude. This new orbit feedback has significantly improved the
orbit stability of LEP and has diminished the number of manual orbit corrections.
Data sets of corrector excitations are stored and reloaded in LEP operation to repro-
duce orbits which gave a good performance. The reload led occasionally to a loss of the
beam. The position differences of the low-beta quadrupole pairs are probably the cause
of the losses. The measured QS0 movements have been taken into account for the reload.
This has resulted in significantly smaller vertical orbit excursions after reload and a lower
risk of beam loss.




A.1 Discrete Harmonic Analysis
The harmonic analysis (see Section 4.3.1) of the transverse beam position u(t) provides
the best estimate of the amplitude A and the phase  of a sinusoidal oscillation
u(t) = A  cos(2f
0
t+ ): (A.1)
The function u(t) is sampled at equidistant time intervals  = 1=f
sampl
. The calcu-
lation is carried out by computing the real (cosine) and the complex (sine) part of the










u(k)  sin(2f k) : (A.3)
Replacing u(k) by Eq. 4.7 for a harmonic oscillation, the expression for C(f) taken
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since the second sum of cosine terms vanishes for a large N  1.

















Neglecting terms which vanish for large N  1, the amplitude and phase of a signal
















where the quadrant of the phase  can be found by the signs of S(f) and C(f)
sign(S) sign(C) quadrant of 
      <  <  =2
  +  =2 <  < 0
+ + 0 <  < =2
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A.2 Aliasing











the Nyquist frequency. If the data under observation is band-limited to a frequency less
than the Nyquist frequency that function can be sampled and represented, digitally, in a
representation similar to the continuous limit.
When the signal has significant frequency content higher than the Nyquist frequency,
aliasing occurs when we perform a discrete Fourier transform. The excess high frequency
information is spuriously moved into the valid region between DC and the Nyquist fre-
quency.




 f with m 2 Z
is moved to frequency f in the interval [0::f
N
]. It can be seen from Fig. A.1 that the
amplitudes of harmonic signals with the frequency f and 2mf
N
 f are identical at the
sampling points.
It can be easily that the amplitudes for signals with frequencies f and f + 2mf
N
with





, the argument of the trigonometric functions becomes
2(f + 2mf
N




= 2fk + 2mk
and the result does not change.
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The calculated amplitude A for the frequency  f
0
is identical to the one for f
0
. With
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+ f . The amplitudes of the different signals are identical at the sampling points.
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A.3 Time averaging
A signal with frequency content higher than the Nyquist frequency has to pass a low
pass filter to avoid aliasing of frequencies f > f
N
. A digital low pass filter is a time
averager. Instead of transforming the original data, these are averaged for n samples in
time intervals of =n before the transformation is done.
















Substituting the function u(t) by u(t) in Eq. 4.8, one obtains for a harmonic signal


































































































































The resulting amplitude A of this transform of an averaged sinusoidal signal is attenuated
























Fig A.2 shows an example of Eq. A.8. The factor a has the periodicity of n and is
symmetric around n=2.
In the limit of !s
2n
 1 which is well fulfilled for the modulation frequencies used for
the offset determination the amplitude is attenuated according to

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Figure A.2: Averaging effect as a function of f=f
sampl
for n=50.





The information of the hydrostatic levelling systems is logged in the LEP measure-
ment database. There is a table with the actual values (M_HLS) and a history table
(M_HLS_HIST). The values logged in the database table are given in Table B.1.
A database trigger puts the values into the history table every 10 minutes or when
the values have changed more than a certain threshold. The status value is 0 if the
measurement was valid. In case of problems it is set to  1000.
The system at IP 8 is still slightly different from the other interaction points. Only
IP NUMBER(4) – interaction point number
TIMESTAMP DATE

























SP NUMBER(7,3) – water pressure
STAT NUMBER(5) – status of the valves
Table B.1: Database table for the hydrostatic levelling system data.
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the values P5 . . P12 and the corresponding temperature values of the vessels are logged
on-line in the database.
A description of the hydrostatic levelling system can be found in [WWW96].
B.2 HLS layout
Figure B.1: Schematic view of the hydrostatic levelling system installation at IP 2.
Figure B.2: Schematic view of the hydrostatic levelling system installation at IP 4.
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Figure B.3: Schematic view of the hydrostatic levelling system installation at IP 6 and IP 8 (new
layout).
Figure B.4: Schematic view of the hydrostatic levelling system installation at IP 8 before the
modification for the 1997 running period.
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Figure B.5: Proportionality factors between the observed movements and calculated orbit correc-
tion kicks at IP 2. The factors are shown as a function of the fill for the 1996 and 1997 running
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Figure B.6: Proportionality factors between the observed movements and calculated orbit correc-
tion kicks at IP 4. The factors are shown as a function of the fill for the 1996 and 1997 running
period. Only fills where the calculated kick exceeded y0 = 8rad are shown.
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Figure B.7: Proportionality factors between the observed movements and calculated orbit correc-
tion kicks at IP 6. The factors are shown as a function of the fill for the 1996 and 1997 running
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Figure B.8: Proportionality factors between the observed movements and calculated orbit correc-
tion kicks at IP 8. The factors are shown as a function of the fill for the 1997 running period. Only
fills where the calculated kick exceeded y0 = 5rad are shown.
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